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INTRODUCTION
The NCRTL Craft Series was established as a
venue for teacher educators to present thought-
ful analyses of their practice. The papers that
make up this volume represent multiple levels
of practice. Most of the papers offer reflections
about “guided practice” in which the practitio-
ner is, or is preparing to be, a K-12 teacher. On
another level, however, the entire set of papers
springs from an attempt to guide the practice of
students preparing to be teacher educators. The
initial framing paper draws on a doctoral course
about guided practice and the remaining papers
build on papers written for that course. Thus,
the papers exemplify the guidance provided to
students of teacher education, and the reflec-
tive analyses that result from such guidance.

These papers offer insights both into learning
to teach and into learning to teach teachers. The
doctoral students—Denyer, Grinberg, Harris,
Jennings, Parker, Peasley, Schwille—present
accounts of teachers learning through guided
practice, giving evidence of intended and unin-
tended changes in instructional thinking and
instructional practice. At the same time, the
papers reveal the reasoning and intentions of
the guides—what they hoped to accomplish,
why they chose particular ways of talking and
acting, how they thought about the ensuing
interactions. The teacher education faculty—
Feiman-Nemser and Rosaen—describe how
they hoped their students would come to think
about guided practice. In other words, Feiman-
Nemser and Rosaen’s account can be read as a
statement of the habits of mind they hoped their
doctoral students would develop. By examin-
ing the students’ papers, readers of this volume
can see for themselves how this analytic frame-
work was interpreted in these developing prac-
titioners of teacher education.
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In recent years, interest has grown in research
by and for practitioners. To date, most attention
has focused on research by K-12 teachers. But
practitioner-led research offers parallel ben-
efits to teacher educators. With its multiple
levels of reflection and analysis, this volume
models several ways in which teacher educa-
tors might advance their field through the de-
velopment of analytic frameworks, through the
elucidation of teacher education episodes, and
through attempts to uncover the practical and
intellectual underpinnings of their work.

Robert E. Floden
Co-Director

National Center for Research on Teacher Learning
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GUIDED LEARNING FROM TEACHING:
A FRESH LOOK AT A FAMILIAR PRACTICE

Sharon Feiman-Nemser and Cheryl Rosaen

Much of the discourse in teacher education
is framed in terms of models. Researchers
study how well the practices of student teach-
ing supervisors fit the tenets of clinical su-
pervision as defined by someone who has
interpreted the model in a particular way.
Staff developers promote models of peer
coaching. Training programs for mentor
teachers advocate supervision cycles con-
sisting of pre-observation conferences, class-
room observations and post-observation
conferences. All this reinforces the belief
that effective guides, whether they be called
coaches, supervisors, mentors or cooperat-
ing teachers, follow particular models and
implement prescribed practices.

Rather than promote a specific model of guided
practice, we wanted to provide analytic tools
for appraising different approaches and for
reasoning about particular courses of action in
the context of guided practice work. We also
wanted to help doctoral students develop a
principled stance toward guided practice as an
educational intervention. To accomplish these
ends, we developed a conceptual framework to
be used in analyzing different traditions of
guided practice and in studying particular en-
actments. Many of our doctoral students were
working as field instructors or student teaching
supervisors in our preservice programs or in
curriculum-based projects in one of the profes-
sional development schools affiliated with
Michigan State University. Their firsthand ex-
periences provided valuable examples of the
realities and dilemmas of guided practice in
different contexts and the limitations of think-
ing about this kind of work in terms of fidelity
to a particular model.

Guidance is not just external opposition. It is
freeing the life-process for its own most ad-
equate fulfillment.

John Dewey, The Child and the Curriculum,
p.17

For the past two years we have co-taught a
course for doctoral students in teacher educa-
tion at Michigan State University. Called
“Guided Practice,” the course focuses on a
particular form of professional activity directed
toward helping teachers learn to teach and
learn from their teaching. Guided practice is
face-to-face, close-to-the-classroom work. It
can go on between a classroom teacher or
university supervisor and a novice or student
teacher or it can take place among a group of
teachers. While most forms of guided practice
rely on observation and conversation as critical
tools for learning and improving teaching, the
meaning of instructional improvement and the
forms and functions of these activities vary.

Guided practice is carried out under various
labels—clinical supervision, coaching, advis-
ing, mentoring—to name a few. Some of these
names are bound up with other issues besides
the improvement of teaching. For example,
mentoring is associated with issues of teacher
leadership and concerns about changing the
social organization of schooling (Little, 1990)
and supervision often intersects with issues of
teacher evaluation (Blumberg, 1974). We chose
the label “guided practice” because of its de-
scriptive value. We wanted to distinguish this
form of professional development from inde-
pendent learning from teaching and other forms
of teacher education and teacher learning that
are not directly situated in classroom practice.
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In this paper, we discuss the guided practice
framework, analyzing each element from both
a descriptive and a normative perspective. We
also show how the framework can be used as a
basis for analyzing and comparing different
traditions of guided practice. Finally, we de-
scribe how we helped students construct a
normative stance to use in appraising particular
instances of guided practice. Throughout the
paper we draw on readings from the course,
including case studies of guided practice, pre-
scriptive literature on close-to-the-classroom
work with teachers, and philosophical and ana-
lytic writing.

This paper also serves as an introduction to
the papers that follow. Originally written by
doctoral students as a course assignment and
subsequently revised for publication, the
papers apply the framework to the study of
particular instances of guided practice with
prospective and practicing teachers. Each
paper highlights issues, dilemmas and ten-
sions that emerged from careful study of one
guided practice episode.

THE GUIDED PRACTICE FRAMEWORK
In developing our guided practice framework,
we thought about different models such as
clinical supervision and peer coaching. We
also reflected on our own close-to-the-class-
room work with preservice and inservice teach-
ers, asking ourselves the following questions:
(1) What are the key features that cut across
different traditions? (2) What aspects of the
work do we have to consider in order to under-
stand why a particular approach or enactment
looks the way it does? We noted, for example,
that guided practice occurs in the context of a
professional relationship, that it can be de-
scribed in terms of core activities such as obser-
vation and conversation, that it is shaped by
internal factors such as participants’ personal
dispositions and beliefs and by external factors
such as program philosophies and school cul-
tures. These considerations led us to identify
five interacting elements: (1) participants and
their relationship, (2) goals, (3) practices, (4)
context and (5) conceptual underpinnings. We
organized these elements into a set of facet
statements.1

Figure 1 shows the dynamic relationship among
the elements and places practices at the center
to emphasize our approach to understanding
guided practice work.

Participants and Their Relationship
There are many ways to characterize the par-
ticipants who come together in a guided prac-
tice relationship. We can focus on the qualities
of mind and heart that individuals bring to the
relationship and that influence their receptivity
and responsiveness to its influence. We can
focus on the formal positions that participants
occupy and the expectations and responsibili-
ties attached to their designated roles. We can
also look at the relationship itself, characteriz-
ing its political, moral or interpersonal qualities
and characteristics. Which approach we choose
depends on the purpose of the analysis and the
position of the analyst vis a vis the relationship.

The question of personal dispositions can be
framed in both a descriptive and a normative
way. We can ask what qualities particular indi-
viduals actually bring to a guided practice rela-
tionship or we can ask what personal qualities
they ought to bring to make the relationship a
productive or educative one. Since many edu-
cators have endorsed reflectivity as a desirable
quality in teachers, Dewey’s (1933) ideas about
the attitudes associated with a reflective dispo-
sition provide one answer to the normative
question.

According to Dewey, the habit of reflection is
sustained by three intellectual attitudes—
openmindedness, wholeheartedness and re-
sponsibility. Being openminded means being
actively alert to and curious about new facts,
ideas, questions, possibilities. Being whole-
hearted means giving your full attention to the
matter at hand. Being intellectually responsible
means considering the consequences that flow
from a projected position. These intellectual
habits of mind would be quite valuable in a
serious guided practice relationship.

Besides looking at participants in terms of
individual qualities and characteristics, we
can consider the formal obligations or ex-
pectations associated with a role or position.
For instance, a big issue in guided practice is
whether a guide should have formal respon-
sibility for teacher evaluation. In most
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preservice programs, university supervisors
do evaluate student teachers while still being
expected to foster norms of inquiry and col-
legiality. On the other hand, many induction
programs deliberately locate the functions
of assistance and assessment in different
individuals. The assumption is that begin-
ning teachers will develop greater trust and
be more willing to take risks and ask for help
in non-evaluative relationships (Odell, 1990;
Huling-Austin, 1990; Huffman & Leak,
1986).

Of course, the issue of assessment does not
disappear just because a guide has no formal
responsibility for evaluating the teacher(s) with
whom she works. For one thing, judgements
inevitably enter into any effort to understand
teaching because of the anticipatory, interpre-
tive nature of human understanding (Hogan,

1983). Secondly, there is a strong tendency to
view teaching in terms of one’s personal ideol-
ogy which is why Zeichner and Tabachnick
(1982) recommend a “careful self-scrutiny of
one’s belief system...as a necessary part of a
supervisor’s education” (p. 51). A big chal-
lenge for the guide is deciding whether and
how to act on the judgements formed.

Beyond the individual participants, we can
focus on the relationship itself as the unit of
analysis. For example, if we adopt a political
lens, we would ask about the distribution of
status and power. Traditional models of super-
vision accord the supervisor more status and
power than the teacher being supervised. The
very term “supervisor” connotes a hierarchical
relationship. Interestingly, the creators of clini-
cal supervision (Goldhammer, 1969; Cogan,
1973) cautioned against a superior-subordinate

Participants and Their Relationship

In the guided practice of teaching, a ________
and a________enter into a relat ionship
characterized by________.

Goals

A guided practice relationship aims to________.

Context and Conceptual Underpinnings

These professional act ivi t ies are shaped by
contextual factors________and by conceptual
underpinnings________.

Guiding the pract ice  of teaching may take
different forms________and have different
contents________.

PRACTICES

Figure 1

Intersections of Guided Practice Elements
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relationship. Rather they advocated a collegial
relationship in which “the teacher and the clini-
cal supervisor work together as associates and
equals...bound together by a common pur-
pose.” In the same spirit, some recent efforts to
define mentoring relationships (e.g. Healy &
Weilchart, 1991) stipulate reciprocity as a de-
fining feature. In such relationships, both part-
ners are teachers and learners. This raises an
interesting question about what reciprocity
means when more and less experienced teach-
ers work together.

We can also talk about guided practice relation-
ships in terms of their human or moral dimen-
sions. In this regard, Nodding’s (1986)
formulation of an “ethic of caring” based on
“fidelity to persons” offers an inspiring though
somewhat vague perspective. In a “caring”
guided-practice relationship, participants would
help each other realize their ethical ideals. The
focus would be on the growth of individuals
and the maintenance of community. The guide
would model caring, seeking to understand the
teacher’s subjective experience. Practice teach-
ing would include “practice in caring:”

There is an attitude to be sustained and en-
hanced as well as a set of skills to be learned.
By working with master teachers whose fidel-
ity is to persons, new teachers will have an
opportunity to learn that this fidelity induces
a drive for competence, more and deeper learn-
ing, responsible experimentation with instruc-
tional arrangements, considered suggestions
for structural changes in school, and the exer-
cise of imagination in resolving conflicts
(p. 504).

Thinking about participants and their relation-
ship reminds us that guided practice is intensely
personal work and that its success depends on
the individuals involved and the affinity they
have for each other and for the work. At the
same time, we also recognize that guided prac-
tice relationships are shaped by their contexts
and by the goals and expectations that partici-
pants hold for themselves and for each other.

Goals and Purposes
At the most general level, the purpose of guided
practice is to improve teaching. But improving
teaching through guided practice can take dif-
ferent forms and mean different things. In our
reading of the literature, we found that guided

practice may serve four broad and overlapping
purposes. They include helping teachers (1)
realize visions of teaching in their daily prac-
tice; (2) implement a new curriculum or teach-
ing strategies; (3) study their practice in
systematic ways; and (4) restructure teaching.

For example, a mentor teacher and a novice
may come together to help the novice develop
her practice by learning to implement the vision
of good teaching that she brings from her
teacher preparation. Or an experienced first
grade teacher might find herself teaching fifth
grade for the first time and seek an advisor to
help her learn new content and figure out how
to teach it to older children. We can also imag-
ine a guide helping teachers design and imple-
ment cooperative learning tasks or launch a
writer’s workshop. Finally, guides might help
teachers learn to study their teaching through
observation, journal writing, conversation. Se-
rious guided practice challenges traditional
norms and structures that keep teachers iso-
lated from one another and may lead to new
structures. For example, as teachers develop
and refine their practice, they may see a value
in changing their daily schedule to provide
longer blocks of time in each subject area or to
accommodate joint planning.

Beyond the broad orienting purposes, guides
shape their work around more immediate
goals arising from the practical realities of
the situation and from the teacher’s con-
cerns. In a case study of a thoughtful support
teacher, Feiman-Nemser (in press) shows
how Pete Frazer pursues emergent goals
within a broad definition of his role and
aims. In one episode with Frank, a begin-
ning teacher, Frazer is careful not to con-
front the novice’s mathematical confusions
directly. Rather he brings a game he used to
help his own pupils understand multiplica-
tion. Working with a small group, Frazer
gathers information about how individual
students make sense of the problems he poses.
Later he shares this information with Frank,
indirectly clarifying Frank’s mathematical
misunderstandings while modeling the im-
portance of attending to the thinking and
sense-making of individual pupils.
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Questions about goals can be framed in de-
scriptive and normative terms. Asking de-
scriptive questions can help uncover the
goals—short-term and long-range, intended
and enacted—of a particular approach to
guided practice or a particular guide. Asking
normative questions can help uncover as-
sumptions about what the work of guided
practice ought to be like and where the goals
should come from. Thinking through such
questions one confronts some of the dilem-
mas associated with guided practice. How
should a university supervisor balance her
commitment to program goals and her sensi-
tivity to student teachers’ concerns? What
happens when an advisor sets out to help
teachers define their own agendas and dis-
covers that some of the agendas conflict
with the advisor’s beliefs about good teach-
ing? How can mentor teachers support the
development of beginning teachers while
attending to issues of accountability?

Such questions illustrate the intersection of
goals with other elements in the guided practice
framework. For example, who the participants
are (e.g., their personalities, designated roles
and responsibilities, career stage) and the kind
of relationship they have (e.g., hierarchical,
collegial, personal) will affect the goals they
hold or the goals one might recommend. Fur-
thermore, the goals also shape the character of
the relationship. For example, assigning an
evaluative role to the guide may preclude the
option of developing a reciprocal relationship.
Goals also influence and are influenced by the
nature of the practice itself.

Practices: Form and Content
We began our study of guided practice with the
intention of focusing on the work itself—its
forms and content. We wanted to emphasize
that guided practice is a professional activity in
its own right, that it can be studied in the same
ways that researchers and practitioners study
classroom teaching. We also wanted to explore
the contribution of guided practice to teachers’
learning.

To characterize the “practice” of guided prac-
tice, we identified some of the basic forms that
the work takes such as observation, conversa-
tion, co-planning, co-teaching. How these forms
are enacted affects both the guided practice

relationship and the opportunities for teacher
learning that it holds out. For example, guides
who adopt an “advisory” role (Apelman, 1980;
Sproul, 1978; Manolakes, 1977), may assist
teachers by participating in daily planning and
teaching, promoting teacher learning through
modeling ways of working with children and
thinking aloud about their pedagogical deci-
sions and actions.

As we studied particular instances of guided
practice and descriptions of different traditions,
we saw a need to refine our categories, moving
beyond the familiar vocabulary of scripting,
pattern analysis, conferencing, feedback and
supervision cycles. This motivation led to the
case study of Pete Frazer, a thoughtful support
teacher who was unusually articulate about his
strategies and tactics.

Through interviews and observations, Feiman-
Nemser (in press) noted eight different “moves”
that Pete Frazer named, justified and demon-
strated as he enacted his role as “co-thinker”
with novice teachers. These included “finding
openings,”  “pinpointing problems,” “probing
novices’ thinking,” “noticing signs of growth,”
“reinforcing an understanding of theory,” “giv-
ing living examples of someone else’s teach-
ing,” and “modeling wondering about
teaching.”

Several traditions of guided practice empha-
size the importance of focusing on the
teacher’s concerns rather than the guide’s.
But the process of deciding which concern
or problem to deal with is not always straight-
forward. In the first place, problems do not
come ready-made; they must be constructed
out of a problematic situation (Dewey, 1933;
Schön, 1983). Some concerns may be more
fruitful than others to pursue, a decision that
requires judgement. Finally, the teacher’s
stated concerns may not represent the under-
lying issues that need attention. Uncovering
those issues requires sensitivity and skill on
the part of the guide.

Pete Frazer appreciates the complexities of this
interpretive process. His approach involves
“finding openings” and “pinpointing problems.”
A fruitful opening is a topic that has salience for
the novice and will also lead to a consideration
of basic issues that teachers need to think about.
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In order to have productive conversations about
problems of teaching it is often necessary to
“pinpoint” the problem, clarifying more pre-
cisely what is at issue and figuring out what to
work on. When a beginning teacher tells Frazer
that she’s worried because reading isn’t going
very well, he arranges a time to talk. In describ-
ing the kind of conversation he hopes to have,
he defines what he means by “pinpointing
problems.”

I want to help her clarify what she means by
“reading isn’t going well.” I mean, let’s sort
out the elements because it’s such a big
statement...I’d like to think with her, to help
her pinpoint more exactly what she means
about reading not going well. And that means
looking for strengths as well as things she
wants to change. (Feiman-Nemser, 1991,
pp. 8-9)

This case provides an inside look at the forms
and content of guided practice as described by
a thoughtful guide. It reveals the artistry of the
work itself and illustrates how much we can
learn about guided practice by studying the
“wisdom of practice.”

In general, the literature on guided practice
tends to emphasize structures and proce-
dures and give less attention to issues of
content. But what guides and teachers talk
about is also consequential. Many studies of
beginning teachers cite discipline and man-
agement as dominant concerns (Veenman,
1983), contributing to the widespread belief
that these topics should provide the main
focus of early conversations about teaching.
Recently some researchers have begun to
describe and analyze what novices and ex-
perienced teachers actually talk about. These
studies provide a more refined picture of the
intellectual work of guided practice.

Based on an analysis of the talk in weekly
school-based meetings attended by student
teachers, cooperating teachers, university
supervisors and researchers, Cochran-Smith
(1990) identifies five types of intellectual
work. Her categories—rethinking language,
posing problems, constructing curriculum,
giving reasons to cases, confronting dilem-
mas—capture the intersection of form and
content in serious thought and talk about
teaching. Noting that classroom manage-

ment was only one of several topics ex-
plored, Cochran-Smith enumerates other top-
ics (some general and some specific) that
surfaced in these conversations among edu-
cators, including individual children, child
development, the cultures of schools and
classrooms, and issues of race, gender and
class.

Besides learning what guides and teachers ac-
tually talk about in a given context, we can also
frame normative and practical questions about
the substantive focus of guided practice. What
should guides talk about with teachers at differ-
ent career stages? Who should set the substan-
tive agenda? How can guides balance attention
to teachers’ emergent concerns and, at the same
time, stretch their thinking to include broader
or related issues? Knowing more about how
thoughtful guides think about and manage such
dilemmas in the specific contexts of their work
would enlarge our understanding of guided
practice as an educational intervention.

Probing the forms and content of guided prac-
tice also leads to questions about the influence
of goals, underlying beliefs and context. For
instance, do guides who view professional
knowledge as a set of discrete skills and strat-
egies tell teachers what to do more often than
guides who construe professional knowledge
as a form of situated knowing-in-action? When
preservice teachers participate in programs
where observation and co-planning are the
norm, do they tend to seek such professional
learning opportunities on-the-job? How do
broad program goals translate into particular
forms of guided practice?

Contexts
Guided practice does not occur in a vacuum. Its
character and quality are shaped by the con-
texts in which it takes place—the classroom,
school, program, community, and larger cul-
ture. These contexts may influence the guide’s
goals, underlying beliefs, role expectations and
practices. Whether and how contexts constrain
or support serious forms of guided practice is
an important empirical question with conse-
quences for the improvement of teaching and
teacher education.
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When Feiman-Nemser and Parker (in press)
compared the perspectives and practices of
mentor teachers in two beginning teacher
assistance programs, they found striking dif-
ferences which they linked to differences in
the contexts. In one setting, mentors func-
tioned as “local guides,” explaining local
policies and programs, giving advice, and
helping novices survive their first year of
teaching. In the other setting, mentors func-
tioned as “educational companions.” While
helping novices cope with immediate prob-
lems, they kept their eye on broader profes-
sional goals, encouraging beginning teachers
to study children’s thinking and adopt an
analytic stance toward their teaching. In ac-
counting for the differences, the researchers
describe mentors’ working conditions, role
expectations, program structures and prepa-
ration and show how these aspects of con-
text shape mentors’ practice and novices’
learning opportunities.

Context looms large in studies of student teach-
ing where the conservative influence of the
school has been widely documented. Most
universities have little control over the settings
where student teachers are placed or the selec-
tion of cooperating teachers with whom they
will work. Few cooperating teachers receive
special preparation for their new role. Lacking
knowledge of what student teachers have been
taught in their preservice courses, cooperating
teachers understandably focus on the daily
demands of classroom teaching.

Some reform-oriented preservice programs
try to by-pass the cooperating teacher’s in-
fluence by helping student teachers adopt a
critical perspective toward the institutional
and instructional practices they observe. A
different approach is to place student teach-
ers in contexts where experienced teachers
are working hard to change their practice.
Learning to teach in the company of teachers
who are trying to teach differently offers
concrete lessons in educational reform, as
Cochran-Smith (1990) explains: “It is only
in the apparent narrowness of work in par-
ticular classrooms and in the boundedness of
discussions of highly contextualized in-
stances of practice that student teachers ac-
tually have opportunities to confront the
broadest themes of reform” (p. 307).

Serious forms of guided practice represent a
break with the prevailing structure of schools
and the culture of teaching (Little, 1990). Most
teachers work alone, seeking help only when
they encounter some difficulty. Few teachers
have the opportunity to observe their colleagues
or to participate in serious and probing conver-
sations about teaching. Guided practice has the
potential to challenge the norms of privacy and
non-interference that characterize the culture
of teaching and to promote the value of dis-
course about teaching. Whether this occurs and
what it depends on is an important empirical
question.

Guided practice may also be influenced by the
philosophy or structure of the program within
which it is embedded. For example, Rosaen
works in a preservice program organized around
the notion of teaching for conceptual change.
Coursework and field assignments focus on
helping prospective teachers learn about
children’s prior knowledge and skills in spe-
cific subject matter areas so they can figure out
appropriate and meaningful ways to structure
and represent subject matter that will support
children in constructing new knowledge. In
this preservice program, student teachers work
with field instructors and mentor teachers who
are supposed to help them use program con-
cepts and themes in their daily teaching as well
as to reflect on their practice. In studying the
guided practice of mentor teachers and field
instructors, Roth, Rosaen and Lanier (1988)
found that classrooms where mentors under-
stand program concepts and model them in
their practice are more fruitful contexts for
supporting student teachers’ learning. More-
over, program concepts and themes as they
relate to planning and teaching in the mentor’s
classroom are a consistent focus in conversa-
tions between field instructors and student teach-
ers, whereas issues of classroom management,
individual student problems and daily lesson
planning tend to be left to mentors. This is
especially true in cases where mentors are less
familiar with the program concepts and themes.

Conceptual Underpinnings
Finally guided practice is informed by the
beliefs that guides bring to their work. Re-
search on teacher thinking (e.g., Clark &
Peterson, 1986) underscores the important
role that prior knowledge and beliefs play in
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shaping teachers’ goals, perceptions, inter-
pretations, and practices. The same holds
true in guided practice. Of special interest
here are underlying beliefs about teaching
and learning to teach and how they influence
(and are influenced by) what guides see and
do.

Writing about her advisory work with teachers,
Maja Apelman (1986) explains how her per-
sonal beliefs influence what she sees and does:

I bring with me my practical experience and
my theoretical knowledge about teaching and
learning. What I notice and pay attention to
will be determined to a large degree by what
I believe constitutes a good life for young
children in school. I may look at a classroom
without a specific plan, but what I see is
organized and analyzed according to my per-
sonal beliefs “ (p. 117).

In working with George, a Follow-Through
kindergarten teacher in his first year of teach-
ing, Apelman notices the atmosphere of busy
involvement, the sensible room arrangement,
the wide range of available materials—all fea-
tures of what Apelman would define as “a good
life” for children in classrooms. She also no-
tices that George allows children to resolve
their own conflicts but tends to oversee their
work with materials. This leads Apelman to
wonder whether George’s “investment in the
intellectual discoveries and learning of chil-
dren is as deep as his interest in the children’s
interpersonal relationships” (p. 119). She re-
solves to help him learn that intense involve-
ment with rich materials can also contribute to
children’s self concept.

A different view of good teaching informs the
guided practice work of Jane Stallings (1986),
whose approach combines observation of pre-
determined teaching skills with analysis of
teacher profiles in small colleague groups. Us-
ing an observation schedule based on variables
identified as critical to effective teaching,
Stallings gathers data over three consecutive
days in each teachers’ classroom. The data
yield profiles of classroom activities and
teacher-student interactions and recommenda-
tions about whether teachers should try to de-
crease or increase particular behaviors. Stallings
discusses these profiles with teachers in a series

of workshops aimed at helping them learn how
to “become more efficient managers and pro-
vide more effective interactional instruction”
(p. 17).

Underlying beliefs about how one learns to
teach may also influence one’s approach to
guided practice. Advisory approaches that take
their cue from the teacher’s emergent concerns
are more compatible with developmental views
of learning to teach (Feiman, 1979). Appren-
ticeship models fit with a view of teaching as a
design-like practice best learned in the com-
pany of thoughtful practitioners who can dem-
onstrate and articulate their practical knowledge
(Schon, 1987). Training models are compat-
ible with the idea that teaching can be broken
into component skills which can be mastered
through practice with feedback (Hunter, 1984;
Showers, 1984; 1985).

Traditionally, teacher educators have attended
to what teachers need to know more than how
teachers learn to teach and researchers have
only begun to frame and study this complex
question (Carter, 1990; Kagan, 1992). At the
same time, programs and practices in teacher
education reflect implicit views of learning to
teach. Those who engage in guided practice are
in a good position to study their work and
contribute to a grounded theory of guided learn-
ing to teach.

USING THE GUIDED PRACTICE
FRAMEWORK FOR COMPARATIVE

ANALYSIS

When proponents use the same label to charac-
terize their approach to guided practice, the
term ceases to convey clear meaning. For ex-
ample, when educators as diverse as Madeline
Hunter, Noreen Garman and Carl Glickman all
call their approach “clinical supervision,” the
term has no shared referent (1984). It could
mean that educators have different interpreta-
tions of the same model, or it could mean that
they really have in mind a different model of
guided practice. The guided practice frame-
work can help practitioners and researchers
alike look beneath common labels to the ideas
and practices associated with them.
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To illustrate the use of this guided practice
framework, we briefly analyze and compare
two forms of guided practice which are both
called “coaching.” Donald Schön (1987) uses
the term “reflective coaching” to describe how
master practitioners induct students into de-
sign-like practices. Although he does not spe-
cifically discuss learning to teach, many
educators have attempted to apply his ideas to
guided practice relationships. Bruce Joyce and
Beverly Showers refer to “coaching” as a nec-
essary resource in helping teachers transfer
newly acquired skills to their classroom. In
both cases the guide is called a “coach,” but the
relationship envisioned, the practices promoted,
the goals advocated and the associated views
of teaching and learning differ.

Reflective Coaching
Schön is interested in how professionals de-
velop perceptions, judgments and skills that
allow them to manage complexities, uncertain-
ties and value conflicts in their work. While this
practical “knowing-in-action” cannot be taught
directly, it can be learned through guided prac-
tice. Using the architectural studio as a model,
Schön characterizes the kind of “reflective
coaching” that can help novices learn ways of
seeing, thinking and acting associated with
skillful and intelligent professional practice.

Goals. A peculiar paradox confronts the coach
and the novice in the early stages of their work
together. In order to learn, the novice must
begin doing something that she doesn’t really
understand or know how to do. At the same
time, the coach cannot tell her what she needs
to learn since his explanations will probably
not yet make sense, thus creating a gap in
communication. While the long-term goal is to
help the novice learn to practice thoughtfully
and skillfully, the intermediate goal is to bridge
this communication gap through a “dialogue of
words and actions” (p. 163).

The participants and their relationship.
The coach and the novice form an asym-
metrical relationship. Hopefully the novice
wants to learn what the coach knows and the
coach is able and willing to share that knowl-
edge. Building a relationship conducive to
learning is central.

Schön uses the term “stance” to refer to the
capacities or predispositions that the coach and
student bring to their relationship and that de-
termine what can be learned. “Stance” includes
attitudes and feelings as well as ways of per-
ceiving and understanding. For example, if the
master feels the need to protect his expertise
and withholds what he knows or the novice
feels awed by the master’s artistry or responds
defensively, they may both protect themselves
against learning anything new. If, on the other
hand, the student is willing to jump in without
knowing exactly what she is doing and can
manage the feelings of loss of control, incom-
petence, vulnerability that follow and the coach
can handle the student’s dependency and is
willing to adjust his telling and showing to the
student’s present know-how and understand-
ing, learning can occur.

The practice: a dialogue of words and ac-
tions. Schön conceptualizes the dialogue be-
tween the coach and the student as an
“experiment in communication” and he talks
about a three-fold coaching task. First, the
coach must communicate about the substantive
problems involved in the task. Second, he must
particularize his demonstrations and descrip-
tions so that they address the student’s confu-
sions, questions, and potential. Third, he must
foster a relationship that is open to inquiry. The
student’s job is to construct and test her under-
standing of what she sees and hears.

In their dialogue, coach and student convey
messages to each other not only, or even prima-
rily, in words but also in the medium of perfor-
mance. The student tries to do what she seeks
to learn and thereby reveals what she under-
stands or misunderstands. The coach responds
with advice, criticism, explanations, and de-
scriptions—but also with further performance
of his own.

When the dialogue works well, it takes the
form of reciprocal reflection-in-action. The
student reflects on what she hears the coach
say or sees him do and reflects also on
theknowing-in-action in her own performance.
And the coach, in turn, asks himself what this
student reveals in the way of knowledge, ig-
norance, or difficulty and what sorts of re-
sponses might help her (p. 163)
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Schön identifies three idealized approaches to
coaching—“joint experimentation,” “Follow
me!” and “hall of mirrors.” Each approach calls
for a different sort of improvisation, presents
unique difficulties and suits different circum-
stances. In joint experimentation, the coach
helps the student identify the qualities that he or
she wants to achieve and then, by demonstra-
tion and description, explores different ways to
do that. In Follow me! the coach provides a
holistic image of a performance, analyzes it in
terms of its component parts, and then reas-
sembles the various pieces into a whole perfor-
mance again. In hall of mirrors, coach and
student recreate in their interaction the kinds of
patterns that characterize professional interac-
tions outside the practicum in the world of
work.

Schön breaks the dialogue down into spe-
cific processes and subprocesses. He con-
siders the complexities of imitation, for
example, and lists the many forms of telling.
He also shows how the basic processes of
telling/listening and demonstrating/imitating
complement each other, each one filling in
gaps of meaning produced by the other.
Throughout, Schön (1987) illustrates his
conceptualizations through cases of success-
ful and unsuccessful coaching in several
fields—architecture, psychotherapy, music,
and counseling.

Context. The context for reflective coaching is
a practicum—a setting designed for the task of
learning a practice. The practicum approxi-
mates the world of practice, but it allows stu-
dents to experiment under low risk conditions,
vary the pace of their work, do things over
again. Students undertake projects that simu-
late and simplify practice or they take on real-
world projects under supervision. The
practicum is a “virtual world” free from the
pressures, distractions and risks of the real
world. In a sense, it stands between the univer-
sity and the world of practice.

Conceptual underpinnings. Schön’s ideas
rest on a conception of professional practice
and practical knowledge as well as a view of
how “knowing-in-action” develops. Profes-
sionals regularly face problematic situations
characterized by uncertainty, uniqueness and
value conflict. They must impose some coher-

ence on these situations by framing problems
that can be addressed and by inventing appro-
priate responses. In dealing with these “diver-
gent” situations, practitioners develop tacit
understandings and ways of thinking and act-
ing. Developing this tacit knowledge is like
learning to apply known principles and strate-
gies to familiar problems and more like learn-
ing to engage in reflective conversations with
problematic situations in order to figure out
what to do.

Because teaching, like other design-like prac-
tices, is a holistic skill, it cannot be learned in a
molecular way since “the pieces tend to interact
with one another and derive their meanings and
characters from the whole process in which
they are embedded” (p. 158). It follows that
learning to teach, like learning to design build-
ings or do psychotherapy or make music, de-
pends on protected opportunities to engage in
the actual work under the guidance of a skilled
practitioner who can both demonstrate and
describe the complexities of his work.

Technical Coaching
Joyce and Showers borrow the term “coach-
ing” from athletics and research on the transfer
of training and use it to refer to the “next step”
in the training process. Drawing on their own
empirical work and an extensive meta-analysis
of the literature on training and staff develop-
ment, the researchers claim that “the coaching
process enables nearly all teachers to sustain
practice and gain executive control over a large
range of curricular and instructional practices”
(1981, p. 86).

Goals. Joyce and Showers link coaching with
several outcomes. First, coaching is a neces-
sary follow up to training, helping teachers to
transfer new skills to the classroom. While
teachers can “fine tune” existing skills on their
own, if they want to master strategies that differ
from their customary practices, they need a
coach to help them learn how to use the new
skills and strategies appropriately in context.
“Teachers are likely to keep and use new strat-
egies and concepts if they receive coaching
(either expert or peer) while they are trying the
new ideas in their classroom” (Showers, Joyce
& Bennett, 1987, p. 80).
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When coaching is carried out by teachers for
teachers, it can become a vehicle for building a
professional learning community. Besides fos-
tering new norms, it provides a vocabulary and
a focus for collegial study of new knowledge
and skills. “Coaching is as much a communal
activity, a relationship among seeking profes-
sionals, as it is the exercise of a set of skills and
a vital component of training” (Showers, 1985,
p. 43-44).

The coaching relationship. Joyce and Show-
ers do not link effective coaching to particular
role incumbents. Administrators, teachers,
trainers, and university supervisors can all func-
tion as coaches. However, they are especially
interested in promoting the practice of teachers
coaching one another. In a peer coaching rela-
tionship, participants form a reciprocal rela-
tionship, taking turns playing the roles of coach
and teacher.

Successful peer coaching probably depends on
certain dispositions—an openness to scrutiny,
a willingness to take risks with colleagues, a
willingness to experiment. Joyce and Showers
do mention some personal qualities associated
with successful transfer (e.g., enthusiasm for
the innovation, high conceptual level); how-
ever, they argue that well-designed training is
more important than personal characteristics.
“Personal motivation to grow does affect re-
sponse to training, although it does not suffice
for adequately designed training” (Showers,
Joyce & Bennett, 1987, p. 83).

The process of coaching. Technical coaching
is “a cyclical process designed as an extension
of training.” Effective training provides an
opportunity for teachers to (a) study the ratio-
nale of the new skills, (b) see them demon-
strated, (c) practice the skills, and (d) get
feedback on their performance. Once teachers
understand the rationale and can perform the
new skills, they are ready to concentrate on
transferring these skills to their classroom and
incorporating them into their teaching reper-
toire. Here is where coaching comes in.

At first, the coach focuses on increasing the
teacher’s skill with the new strategy. The coach
checks the teacher’s performance against an
“expert model of behavior,” recording the pres-

ence or absence of specific behaviors on a
clinical assessment form. The form helps in-
sure that feedback will be “accurate, specific,
and nonevaluative.”

As the teacher masters the “interactive moves”
associated with the new strategy, the focus
shifts from a concern with performance to a
concern with the appropriate use of the strat-
egy. This is the more difficult task. The coach
helps the teacher analyze curricular materials to
determine how the new strategy could be in-
corporated, hypothesize about students’ likely
responses to the material and design lessons
around the strategy. The teacher experiments
with the strategy and the coach observes and
provides feedback. In this second phase of
coaching, the relationship of coach and teacher
change as the process shifts from giving and
receiving technical assistance to joint inquiry:

As the process shifts to this second set of
emphases, coaching conferences take on the
character of collaborative problem-solving
sessions which often conclude with joint plan-
ning of lessons the team will experiment with.

Joyce and Showers recommend that, in peer
coaching situations, training for coaching be folded
into initial skills training so that teachers not only
learn the new teaching skills but also learn how to
give each other feedback on their performance.
After viewing and participating in multiple dem-
onstrations of the teaching strategy and the feed-
back process, teachers prepare lessons for their
peers and present them to a partner. Then several
pairs form a peer teaching group with partners
providing feedback on each other’s lessons. Train-
ers monitor the teaching and feedback process
during peer teaching and provide additional
demonstrations as necessary.

The context of coaching. Joyce and Showers
have more to say about the context of training
than the context of coaching. But it seems clear
that peer coaching will not succeed in a school
unless teachers have administrative support
and adequate time and resources to learn to
participate in this kind of collegial activity.

Conceptual foundations. Joyce and Show-
ers have no trouble breaking teaching into
discrete skills and strategies which can be
mastered through training and adapted to
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particular contexts through coaching. While
their focus is on performance, the research-
ers appreciate that “the major dimension of
teaching skill is cognitive in nature (Show-
ers, Joyce & Bennett, 1985, p. 85). An es-
sential component of effective training is
presenting the rationale of a new skill or
strategy and successful coaching should help
teachers learn to judge when and how to use
a new skill or strategy. By promoting a linear
model of skills training followed by coach-
ing, Joyce and Showers imply that learning
new teaching strategies is a linear process.
At the same time they acknowledge that the
boundaries separating the acquisition of
knowledge, skill and judgement blur in use.

Comparative Analysis
Using the guided practice framework to com-
pare reflective coaching and technical coach-
ing highlights practical and conceptual
differences in the two approaches. In trying to
determine what each approach has to say about
individual elements in the framework, we not
only see how the elements interact, we also
learn which elements receive explicit attention
in each approach.

Schön envisions the coaching relationship as
one between a master practitioner and a novice;
Joyce and Showers envision coaching as an
activity that can just as easily occur between
and among peers of varying experience and
expertise. To some extent this difference stems
from the fact that Schön is concerned with
professional preparation and induction, whereas
Joyce and Showers aim their sights at staff
development for experienced teachers.

Schön is interested in the “art” of coaching;
Joyce and Showers have turned coaching into
a technology. Schön conceptualizes different
strategies and analyzes the component pro-
cesses that make up the coaching dialogue. He
recognizes the role of improvisation and strate-
gic thinking in reflective coaching and pro-
vides guidelines to help coaches and students
get out of learning binds that may arise from
problems in the relationship. Joyce and Show-
ers reduce the complexity of technical coach-
ing with clinical assessment forms. These forms
help peer coaches focus on the salient features
of the new skill or strategy being learned more

than on the nature of the developing relation-
ship. Their primary interest seems to lie with
the components of effective training and with
coaching as a necessary follow-up.

Schön would probably say that reflective coach-
ing and technical coaching rest on different
“epistemologies of practice.” Joyce and Show-
ers believe that teaching can be broken into
skills and strategies which can be mastered
through training and transferred through coach-
ing. Better teaching will result from the appli-
cation of new models and strategies devised by
others for use by teachers. As Joyce and Show-
ers characterize it, the process of mastery and
transfer seem linear and fairly straightforward.

Schön focuses on the “indeterminate zones of
practice”—situations of uncertainty, value con-
flict, and uniqueness that are increasingly rec-
ognized as a central part of professional practice.
Such situations do not lend themselves to tech-
nical problem solving. They require something
quite different—a kind of tacit “knowing-in-
action” developed through reflection in and on
the situation.

USING THE FRAMEWORK TO STUDY
GUIDED PRACTICE

Guided practice is a teaching relationship, a
professional activity directed toward helping
teachers learn to teach and learn from teaching.
From this view it makes sense to ask what
teachers are learning in the relationship and
whether that learning is productive and worth-
while. One goal in our course was to help
students consider the educative potential of
guided practice and to develop some criteria for
determining whether a given guided practice
encounter may or may not be promoting worth-
while learning. To that end, we studied Dewey’s
(1938) concept of an “educative experience”
and explored how it could be used in conjunc-
tion with the guided practice framework to
describe and appraise particular instances of
guided practice.

Developing a Normative Stance
For Dewey, an experience is a transaction
between an individual and the environment.
The individual brings to the experience needs,
desires, internal capacities and purposes—what
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Dewey calls “internal conditions.” The envi-
ronment consists of those aspects of the exter-
nal situation (“objective conditions”) that interact
with the person’s internal conditions to create
the experience which is had. These objective
conditions include what the educator says, the
tone of voice used, the materials available and
the social situation. In guided practice experi-
ences, internal conditions include the qualities
of mind and heart that teachers bring to the
situation. Guides can regulate some objective
conditions—how the relationship unfolds,
short-term and long-term goals and the actual
practices. Other objective conditions such as
the guide’s formal role obligations or the pro-
fessional norms in the school may not be under
the guide’s direct control.

What distinguishes an educative from a
miseducative experience? The extent to which
the experience not only engages the person in
the present (Dewey’s principle of interaction),
but also contributes to the formation of atti-
tudes, habits and desires conducive to further
learning (Dewey’s principle of continuity).
“Continuity and interactions in their active
union with each other provide the measure of
the educative significance and value of the
experience” (pp. 44-45). Creating educative
experiences requires taking the learner’s inter-
nal conditions into account in shaping the ob-
jective conditions over which the educator has
control, always being mindful of how the im-
mediate experience will influence future learn-
ing since “The most important attitude that can
be formed is that of desire to go on learning”
(p. 48).

The Educative Potential of Guided Practice
Apelman’s advisory work (1980) with Heather,
an experienced teacher, provides a rich picture
of actual guided practice work and how a guide
thinks about her practice.2 Applying Dewey’s
concept of an educative experience to this case
also raises questions about whether Apelman
promoted worthwhile learning for Heather.
Although Apelman and Heather met before in
a math workshop, their classroom work began
several years later when Apelman invited
Heather to take her course, “Discussions About
Teaching.”3 The course focused on curriculum
content: “how to choose, develop and organize
appropriate subject matter for children of dif-
ferent ages and how to extend and evaluate the

learning that arises from it” (p. 2). In addition,
Apelman visited Heather’s classroom on a regu-
lar basis after Heather indicated her interest in
trying “new things and ideas and a different
way of approaching children” (p.4).

Unlike her colleagues at school, Heather was
frustrated with using structured “centers” in her
classroom, but did not have the knowledge and
skill needed to create a classroom with a more
open and individualized environment. Nor did
she know how to facilitate children’s learning
within such an environment. Apelman’s first
visit to Heather’s classroom was exploratory:

I had no agenda for my first visit to Heather’s
classroom, which took place in January. I went
to see what her school and her classroom were
like. I wanted to get a feel for her teaching
style, see her interact with children, and get
some idea of her curriculum (p. 3).

In talking with Heather after the visit and reflect-
ing on what seemed to be Heather’s foremost
concern, Apelman wrote in her diary about the
first topic she would work on with Heather—
control in an informal setting. This led to conver-
sations and experiments with new ways to
organize the classroom and new routines that
would afford children greater freedom and con-
trol. When Heather mentioned that she did not
have enough materials in her classroom for chil-
dren who loved to build, Apelman helped her
borrow some from another teacher. When
Apelman noticed that children had limited access
to the painting area, she helped Heather rearrange
the materials and reorganize routines so children
were more responsible for cleaning up. When the
new blocks were enthusiastically received but
created too much congestion in the classroom,
Apelman helped Heather rearrange them. When
Heather raised the concern that she did not know
how to organize small group activities with just
one teacher in the room, Apelman began to think
about ways to analyze approaches with Heather.
As her visits proceeded, she shifted her focus to
helping Heather enrich the learning opportunities
in the room:

I realized that organization and control would
remain major topics for a long time to come and
I wanted to start talking about materials, how
children were using them, and how greater in-
volvement with materials would diminish what
Heather called the chaos of her free activity
period (p. 8).
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For example, she noted that a small group trip
to the airport might give some boys richer
content for their play in the block corner.
Apelman also worked directly with children in
the classroom while Heather observed, and she
encouraged Heather to try some of the class-
room activities at home so she would under-
stand more fully the experiences the children
were having and the potential of the materials
and activities to promote different learnings.
Apelman seemed to base her decisions about
what to do with Heather on what Heather said
she wanted or needed as well as on her own
interpretations of Heathers’ current knowledge
and skill in teaching and her own ideas of what
a good open classroom should look like.

As they engaged in these collaborative activi-
ties, Apelman noted that Heather placed a great
deal of trust in her. She attributed this to her
willingness to lend a helping hand wherever it
is needed—with children, materials, or organi-
zation—and her habits of sharing her observa-
tions and giving advice sparingly. Above all,
she felt her deep feelings of respect for teachers
to engage seriously in improving their practice
must have come across to Heather. By the end
of the school year Heather had made several
changes in her classroom and curriculum and
had also had opportunities to share her learning
with a colleague. Both teachers planned to take
a summer workshop that would focus on new
materials and activities as well as developing a
deeper understanding of children.

Appraising Apelman’s work with Heather.
It was clear to us as we read this case that
Heather’s classroom underwent several
changes, that children were spending their time
differently than they had before, and that
Heather had done a great deal of thinking about
her teaching across these several months. We
did not have enough information to evaluate
the extent to which the changes that were
implemented actually led to improved learning
for children. (This was not Apelman’s focus in
writing about her work.) We can acknowledge,
however, that Heather did, in fact, get support
in heading toward her immediate goals of try-
ing new ideas and a different way of approach-
ing children, and that she did, in fact, act on
some new approaches.

Applying Dewey’s concept of an educative
experience to Heather’s potential learning
got us to consider teacher learning and change
from a broader perspective. For example, we
considered whether, taken as a whole,
Apelman’s work fostered in Heather a desire
to go on learning as a long-term purpose. To
what extent did Heather develop attitudes,
habits and desires conducive to further learn-
ing? These are intriguing questions that can-
not be answered fully with the information
provided in the case. Nevertheless, they do
invite exploration. One could argue that
Apelman very much shaped her relationship
with Heather, her practices and her goals
(the objective conditions over which she had
control) around the internal conditions
Heather brought to the situation. For ex-
ample, Heather enrolled in Apelman’s class
because of her desire to change her practices
and her belief that she could not undertake
major changes successfully on her own. She
paid attention to her intuitive feelings that
the structured “centers” were not the kinds
of experiences she wanted to provide for
children and was willing to examine her
current practices with an outsider to explore
what changes might be needed. Apelman
invited Heather to participate in her class
because she thought the timing might be
right, because the class created a community
where Heather could experiment with and
reflect on changes, and because Apelman
was in a position to work closely with her in
her classroom (modeling, analyzing, reflect-
ing, helping and so on) and not just talk
about change. Apelman also knew that
Heather’s colleagues were not necessarily
ready to tackle changes in their curriculum
and methodology seriously (an objective
condition she could not change immediately);
but the group of teachers in her class were
and therefore could provide a forum for
exploring new ideas. One could argue fur-
ther that Apelman’s close attention to
Heather’s perceived needs and her respon-
siveness to those needs as they arose pro-
vided well-timed and meaningful experiences
for Heather that gradually supported her
knowledge and skill development over time.
Moreover, Apelman was willing to roll up
her sleeves and work alongside Heather,
doing whatever was necessary to show
Heather how to implement changes in her
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classroom and curriculum. This collegial
approach to guided practice generated feel-
ings of trust and mutual respect, creating a
safe environment for supporting difficult and
perhaps risky changes. Finally, Heather
showed an awareness and appreciation for
her own learning. She eagerly helped her
colleagues make some of the same changes
she had recently made, reflecting on how
much she understood what they were going
through, and she was willing to continue
further learning and study in follow-up sum-
mer workshops.

On the other hand, one might cast the case in a
more cautious light when considering Heather’s
learning, as some of our students persuaded us
to do. While impressed with Apelman’s
thoughtfulness regarding what she noticed in
Heather’s classroom and how she made con-
nections between what she saw happening
with children and important curricular issues,
they wondered how much of that intellectual
work was shared with Heather, giving her
access to the insights that Apelman had. For
example, when Apelman noticed that the
children’s art work looked remarkably similar
because of the teacher’s control over the colors
they used, she discussed this with Heather and
they came up with ways for children to mix
their own colors and become more indepen-
dent in their creations. What did Heather learn
from this interaction? Did she take away a new
organizational approach to managing painting
activities with children or did she strengthen
her disposition to observe how children use
curriculum materials as a basis for figuring out
ways to extend and enrich their learning? In the
future, would Heather notice similar kinds of
curricular issues arising out of classroom ob-
servations? This is an important question to
raise if an educative experience is one that
fosters appropriate capacities for further learn-
ing. Developing the capacity to pay attention to
children’s thinking and learning and make link-
ages to the curriculum materials would enable
Heather to notice on her own in the future other
instances to which she could respond. This
would give her the power to go on learning
without Apelman in her classroom. Through-
out their work together Apelman had skillful,
concrete and practical ways of responding to
Heather’s needs. In our discussions of this case
of guided practice we concluded that we needed

to know more about what Heather will do with
what she learned in her future teaching prac-
tices and her work with her colleagues before
we can conclude that these experiences were
educative.

Describing and Appraising an Instance of
Guided Practice
To complement our class discussions, we cre-
ated an occasion for students to use the guided
practice framework and various normative per-
spectives to study an instance of guided prac-
tice in depth. The situations studied ranged
across different career stages and different kinds
of guided practice work (e.g., field instructors
working with student teachers and curriculum-
based projects in professional development
schools). The framework was used as a de-
scriptive and analytic tool to guide data collec-
tion and to shape data analysis. For example,
students were asked to describe what partici-
pants talked about, who set the agenda, and
how the conversation(s) unfolded. They also
considered the guide’s stated goals and whether
or how they emerged or shaped the interac-
tions. They characterized the roles that each
participant played and explored important fac-
tors (e.g., program goals, features of the school
setting, the guide’s beliefs about teaching and/
or learning to teach, etc.) that seemed to influ-
ence what went on. Connections between and
among various dimensions of guided practice
were also drawn (e.g., between role definition
and practices; between intentions and actions;
and between views of teaching and the content
and processes of the work). The analysis led to
consideration of one or more central themes,
tensions, issues or questions about some aspect
of guided practice, enabling students to stand
back and see what they could learn about the
work from careful study of one instance.

The cases that follow were developed by our
doctoral students out of the studies they con-
ducted in the Guided Practice course. They are
rich examples of what can be learned from
getting away from looking at guided practice as
implementation of a particular model or ap-
proach and using a broader conceptual frame-
work to understand what the work itself is like
and what themes, tensions, issues, or questions
it raises.  The first case, “Dilemmas of a Field
Instructor: A Search for Common Ground,”
developed by Jaime Grinberg, Deborah Harris,
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and Michelle Parker, describes a university
supervisor’s work with a student teacher in a
teacher education program. This case raises
issues, tensions and dilemmas endemic to the
university supervisor’s role. Sharon Schwille’s
case, “Louise and Me,” is also about her own
guided practice work in a different preservice
program. It highlights the improvisational na-
ture of her guided practice work, showing how
she draws on beliefs about good teaching to
respond to what she perceives as the learning
needs of her student. The third case, “Con-
structing a Practice: How an Educational Vi-
sion Shapes the Work of a Field Instructor and
Her Teacher Candidate,” written by Jenny
Denyer, focuses on her own guided practice
work with a preservice teacher and the influ-
ence of the teacher education program’s phi-
losophy on that practice. “Learning from
Experience,” developed by Nancy Jennings
and Kathleen Peasley, portrays a university
professor’s work with experienced teachers in
a professional development school. This case
highlights the influence of context in guided
practice. It illustrates the advantages, problems
and difficulties a guide confronts in managing
multiple project agendas.

Notes
1We are grateful to Tom Bird for introducing us to the idea of

facet statements.

2 Apelman’s work at Mountain View Center for Environmen-
tal Education, a teacher center affiliated with the University of
Colorado, included teaching courses and workshops and provid-
ing classroom support and guidance to teachers at their request.

3 Apelman described the course as an opportunity for teachers
to meet regularly with colleagues to discuss larger issues in
education and an opportunity for her to learn more about the
teachers’ classrooms and teaching problems. She also hoped that
teachers could develop an informal network where they could
support teach other in developing and testing new ideas about
curriculum and teaching.
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DILEMMAS OF A FIELD INSTRUCTOR:
A SEARCH FOR COMMON GROUND

Jaime Grinberg, Deborah Harris and Michelle B. Parker1

Whenever I met one of them who seemed to me
at all clear-sighted, I tried the experiment of
showing him my Drawing Number One, which
I have always kept. I would try to find out, so,
if this was a person of true understanding. But,
whoever it was, he, or she, would always say:
“That is a hat.”

(The Little Prince , De Saint-Exupery,
1943, p. 9)

In The Little Prince, De Saint-Exupery (1943)
describes how people respond to a picture his
character has drawn. Whereas the artist intends
the picture to show a boa constrictor who has
swallowed an elephant, other people who view
the picture see only a hat. Since people cannot
agree on what the picture represents, a conflict
of meaning results. Each person is certain that
what they see—what they believe they see—is
correct. For all of them, their perceptions influ-
ence their realities.

De Saint-Exupery explains to the Little Prince
the difficulties of finding a common ground
upon which people can agree about their per-
ceptions. In the story, observers’ alternate per-
ceptions are shaped by different beliefs,
experiences, values, and points of view. In
order to arrive at some consensus of the mean-
ing of the picture, they need to find a way to
change one or the other’s perceptions by chal-
lenging the ways that beliefs and points of view
shape their realities.

Similarly, people working together must search
for ways to explain, challenge, and negotiate
mutual understandings about what they are
doing and why. This paper explores the work
of one field instructor and her student teacher,
two people, in this case, who seldom find the
ways to challenge, debate, and arrive at com-
mon perceptions. We begin by briefly intro-
ducing the field instructor and student teacher.

We then describe two instances when we ob-
served them having conversations about teach-
ing and learning. After describing these two
instances, we share our analysis of these inter-
actions, and discuss the dilemmas resulting
from their inability to find a common ground.
We close by suggesting implications for the
field instructor’s ongoing work and learning.

THE PARTICIPANTS
In her role as field instructor, Michelle (who
is also our third author) worked with Joe for
a ten-week period. Joe was completing a
bachelor of science degree in social science
whileconcurrently enrolled in a secondary
teacher certification program. During stu-
dent teaching, he taught sociology, govern-
ment, and economics to junior and senior
high students. Since Michelle had worked
collaboratively for over a year with Joe’s
cooperating teacher on a professional devel-
opment project aimed at examining students’
learning, she was quite familiar with the
students, class, and school. Having com-
pleted field assignments, which included
teaching one week of lessons in economics,
Joe also was also acquainted with the site.

As part of a seminar about guided practice, Deb
and Jaime shadowed Michelle on two different
days as she interacted with Joe. They inter-
viewed her at the beginning of the day, through-
out, and afterwards in order to probe reasons
for her comments and actions as well as her
beliefs about teaching and learning to teach.
Michelle’s views and statements in this paper
come from the many conversations all three
authors had during the term of Joe’s student
teaching.
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THE INTERACTIONS
We observed two kinds of interactions be-
tween Michelle and Joe. One conversation
arose informally and concerned a bulletin board
display in Joe’s classroom. The other instance
included Michelle’s observation of Joe’s high
school sociology class and a set of conferences
that followed.

Instance One: The Flag
On the way to school the morning Jaime ob-
served Michelle, she shared her concerns about
Joe. She was particularly worried about his
inability to think critically about his practice:

Things were easy academically for him in
school. He knows a lot about some of the
subject matter he teaches, like economics. It’s
his missing habit of inquiry into what he is
doing and why.

Michelle and Jaime met Joe in the hallway
outside his classroom. Entering Joe’s class-
room, our eyes were drawn to a large American
flag (about 3 feet by 2 feet) affixed to the back
bulletin board, with these words, in large let-
ters, “IRAQ CAN’T TOUCH THIS.”

Michelle seemed shocked by this display, say-
ing, “Whoa!” and immediately asked Joe about
it:

Michelle: Who put it up?

Joe: Two students.

Michelle: Did they ask your permission?

Joe: No, I thought the cooperating teacher said
yes.

Michelle: Had they done this on their own initia-
tive?

Joe: Yeah, um, I guess so.

Although Michelle showed her surprise and
concern about the bulletin board, Joe’s facial
expression remained deadpan. He stood with
his hands in his pockets and mumbled in re-
sponse to Michelle’s questions. Michelle con-
tinued looking at the flag and asked Joe, “What
do you think about this?” For a long time Joe
said nothing, even though Michelle stood star-
ing at him. After a minute or so he said, “A bit

strange.” There was another long silence and
he added:“Intimidating.” Michelle asked him
to talk more about his reactions, but he stood
silent. Through questions and stating her own
astonishment, Michelle tried to encourage Joe
to explain what he found “intimidating” about
the display. But Joe remained silent.

Looking at the flag and intentionally striking a
deliberative pose, Michelle started to talk aloud
about what she was thinking:

What could be the purpose of the students
putting that up? I wonder why they did that?
How could I learn what they were thinking?
I’m also interested in what other students are
thinking, if they are, about this. Probably their
reactions will differ from each other. Actually,
there are two things here: students’ reactions
to the flag, and their reactions to the words
under the flag.

Michelle waited before continuing, looking at
the flag, at Joe, and back at the flag again. She
smiled, sighed, and looked at the bulletin board
again. She continued:

I wonder if this is an arrogant view—you
know, that the U.S. is always great. What does
this bulletin board suggest to students? What
ideas about power and military might they be
getting? From where are these ideas coming—
home, school, the media?

Finally, Joe entered into the conversation. He
interrupted Michelle and started talking about
his students’ political views. Stating that their
views were fairly conservative, he wondered
whether students were making a political state-
ment or were just cynical about the Persian
Gulf situation. He said he did not know for sure
because he had not ever had, nor had ever
thought about having, a discussion about why
the flag was there and what students might
have been thinking.

Michelle kept the conversation alive, showing
surprise, interest, and wonderment in her facial
expressions. She asked again about the two
students who had put the flag up:
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Hmm, that’s interesting. They are not particu-
larly friendly. One is very extroverted, but one
hardly ever speaks. I wonder why they teamed
up for this?

Joe agreed, nodding his head while Michelle
listed possible motivations the students might
have had. Michelle sighed, adding:

This is too juicy an event to let it go without
talking about it! You can learn a lot about your
students.

A long silence followed. Michelle turned back
to the bulletin board and said in a low tone of
voice that she was uncertain at this point what
she would do as a teacher. After a minute of
silence, she suggested some possibile activities
that Joe might do with his classes—explore the
meaning of the Gulf crisis, discuss their fami-
lies’ attitudes, and then, maybe, move toward a
study of the conflict itself. “School and class-
room should not be divorced from the world,”
she added.She even mentioned that it might be
interesting to plan classes around the themes of
freedom of speech and political disagreement.
After all, the students took the initiative of
using the bulletin board, which belongs to the
whole class, to express a personal view which
involves political perspectives on the part of
the students. After another long silence, she
added, “When events happen in class, you can
take advantage of them.”

The conversation ended when the PA an-
nounced a social studies department meeting.
Michelle advised Joe to attend the meeting, and
as they left the room, she urged Joe to think
about the issues they had discussed.

Instance Two: The Sociology Lesson
A week later, Deb accompanied Michelle to
observe Joe’s junior/senior sociology class.
Michelle greeted Joe and quickly took a seat
near the back of the room. Talking and laugh-
ing with each other as they came into class,
students quickly took their assigned seats when
the bell rang. While they chatted quietly amongst
themselves, Joe walked to the center of the
room, leaned on the lecturn and said, first softly
then more loudly, “Quiet!” He began talking
while students finished their own conversa-
tions, telling them that they would not be going
to the library anymore—”You guys are goof-

ing off and stuff there too much.” As students
moaned, he quickly began explaining that to-
day they were going to do something which
would help them get to know more about each
other. The class had participated in a kind of
Socratic discussion led by a visiting teacher,
the week before. While some students had
liked it, many complained that they couldn’t
share their ideas during open discussions be-
cause they did not feel they knew their class-
mates well enough.

In response, Joe had prepared an assignment
sheet called a “Get to Know Ya Session.” He
had distributed this sheet to the students at the
previous class session. The sheet listed four
questions:

(1) What do you plan to do after high school?

(2) What are some of your interests?

(3) What is something that irks or bothers you, e.g., a pet
peeve?

(4) What do you think is an important (or the most
important) social issue presently? Why?

Joe began by sharing his own responses, “to
kind of model how responses should be given.”
When answering the third question, Joe men-
tioned that rude people really irked him. “Like
you guys,” he said. “A lot of you are sometimes
rude.” Many students responded by calling out
“Hey, I’m not rude!”

After answering the four questions himself, he
called on a male student sitting closest to his
right. For the next 45 minutes, each student in
the class responded to questions, round-robin
style. Students spoke primarily to Joe. Little
student-student interaction occurred, and when
it did, it took the form of students calling out
comments to each other. Joe’s verbal and non-
verbal responses to the students’ comments
varied, both during and following individual
commentaries. His responses did not seem to
follow any particular pattern (i.e., they were
not differentialaccording to gender or the con-
tent of the comment.) In several instances,
when the students finished sharing, Joe re-
marked, “Good,” or “Okay, thanks.” In other
instances, he simply said, “Okay, next person.”
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At times, Joe commented on what individuals
said, usually in relation to the social issue
question. For example, when one student’s
answer was, “I think we should just go in and
bomb Iraq and North Korea,” Joe said, “I guess
a lot of people share your views.” When an-
other student offered an alternative response, “I
think we should stay out of Iraq and war,” Joe
raised his eyebrows, sighed, hesitated for five
or six seconds, and then said, “Huh . . . interest-
ing.” Another student mentioned drugs as a
serious social concern. Joe’s only comment to
her was, “Yeah. . . . Do you know how much
anethesiologists make?”

When a number of students said they did not
have a social issue to raise, Joe seemed espe-
cially ill at ease. He shuffled his feet, laughed
nervously, and hesitated before commenting.
He appeared uncertain about how to probe
students’ responses. In one instance, for ex-
ample, Laura said she had no social issue to
discuss. Joe asked, “No social issue?” “No,”
she responded, so Joe shrugged and called on
the next student. When another girl gave the
same response, he hesitated, opened his mouth
a few times as if he wanted to say something,
and then asked her, “Can you say something
about where you work?”

Joe’s loss of words and uneasiness seemed
most apparent when Mary talked at length
about her “pet peeve”. She told the class that
she was upset; that people thought she was a
different person now than she used to be. She
felt this was unfair and untrue. She mentioned
having had an accident which badly injured her
back and caused her to drop out of pompom
and dance. Mary stopped in mid-sentence sev-
eral times, her voice wavered, and her eyes
filled with tears; she seemed to be controlling
her emotions only with great effort. Joe looked
uncomfortable during this exchange; he kept
his eyes on his papers or on the other students.
When Mary finished talking, he simply said,
“Okay. Next person.”

When all of the students had completed their
turn, Joe summarized what people had said:

Some people were long-winded and some were
short. You talked about Iraq, poverty and
social stratification [a concept the class was
currently studying.] So, we’ll talk more about
these over the next few weeks. So, did this
help? Do you feel more comfortable talking?

At this point, Mary raised her hand and asked,
loudy and forcefully, whether a student who
didn’t want to talk about a particular issue
could be excused to go to the library when the
class had discussions. Joe said, “Well, um,
maybe—well, I don’t know. We’ll see.” Mary
interrupted and vehemently insisted that it
wasn’t fair to make someone listen and talk
about issues that they were uncomfortable dis-
cussing. “Well, okay,” Joe sighed. As the bell
was about to ring, Joe reminded students to
read the next chapter in their textbook on social
mobility, adding, “we’ll try to tie in some of the
issues you talked about. You know this class
just kind of goes wherever.” Students quickly
gathered their books and left for their next
class.

The Conferences about
the Sociology Lesson
Deb observed two conferences between Joe
and Michelle: a twenty minute discussion im-
mediately following the observation (while Joe
ate lunch) and another later that same day
during Joe’s one hour preparation period.
Though separated because of time constraints,
the conferences had shared foci (even carrying
through on themes apparent in the conversation
Michelle and Joe had about the flag bulletin
board). The conferences centered around four
issues: (1) a concern about Mary; (2) the pur-
poses of the lesson; (3) whether Joe felt he had
achieved his purposes in the lesson; and (4)
what he had learned from teaching the lesson.

Michelle began the first conference rather
abruptly as she returned from talking with
Mary, the student who had been close to tears
in class, in the hallway. “Tell me your reaction
to Mary’s comments in class,” Michelle urged.
Joe looked at her, shrugged, and didn’t seem to
know what to say.

Michelle: She seemed quite upset during class.

Joe: Yes, she was last week during Dennis’
class [the visiting teacher].
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Michelle: What would you have done if she’d
cried?

Joe: Luckily she didn’t.

Michelle: [quickly] But what if she had?

Joe: Yeah, um, I don’t know.

After a long silence, Michelle asked Joe how
Mary had been acting in the last week. “You
know her better than me,” Michelle added,
“What have you seen?” Joe recalled that Mary
had cried in class on another recent occasion,
and that he’d also heard that Mary had broken
up with her boyfriend. Also, Mary had just
switched her research report topic to suicide.
With heavy breaths and looks of concern,
Michelle listened and continually asked Joe:

What do you think about this? Are these be-
haviors coincidental or are they showing a
pattern? Teachers have to pay attention to
these kinds of clues, and taking action when
it seems necessary is part of a teacher’s moral
responsibility.

She suggested several options to help Mary,
including talking with her individually (as
Michelle had done in the hallway), talking with
the cooperating teacher, consulting a school
counselor, and consulting other teachers (in-
cluding teachers who knew her).

Joe expressed reluctance to take any action. He
said:

When you’re teaching, you don’t really think
what you should be doing. You’re not sup-
posed to notice these things. I don’t really
think about noticing them. I always think
that’s somebody else’s job. I don’t know. My
mom, being an older female in home econom-
ics, gets a lot of this stuff.

Michelle responded to these statements by ask-
ing him more questions about Mary’s particular
actions. Michelle stopped at times to summa-
rize what they knew about Mary from discuss-
ing her uncharacteristic behaviors, from what
happened in class, and from what Michelle had
learned by talking with another teacher about
Mary. In a clear and forceful tone of voice,
Michelle stated her concerns. “When a high
school kid is feeling real blue,” she said, “it’s
very easy to turn to drinking or doing drugs.”

Moving away from a discussion about Mary,
which took about one third of the total confer-
ence time, Michelle asked Joe what he had
wanted to happen from today’s lesson. “I’m not
sure it happened,” he said. While describing his
uncertainty, he pointed to one student’s contro-
versial response.

Michelle asked, “What compelled you to do a
‘get to know you’ session?” Despite having
written several purposes on the assignment
sheet he’d handed Michelle (which doubled as
a lesson plan), Joe was unable to answer the
question. Michelle tried again:

Michelle: So how did you think today’s lesson would
help students?

Joe: Well, help them see that everybody’s the
same. That people have similar feelings.
That it’s okay to talk in class.

Michelle: Do you think students got that?

Joe: Yeah, they know now it’s open. It’s up to
you. There’s opportunity. It’s okay to
have different opinions. No one was ex-
actly the same.

Michelle: Can you think about the range of re-
sponses that you’ve heard from students?
The range of concerns?

Unable to summarize the range of concerns,
Joe mentioned two students’ opposing views
on the Gulf Crisis. When one student said that
the U.S. shouldn’t bomb Iraq, Joe said he could
not think of how to probe her response.

That’s when I decided, well, the easy way out
is to say, “Let’s go on.” I was trying to think
of something to say, but it just wasn’t—I just
drew a blank.

Michelle nodded in acknowledgement, assur-
ing him that other teachers have had similar
experiences. She suggested some general
probes he could use with students when he felt
that way, for example,“Why do you think that?
Can you say more about it?”
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Michelle moved the conversation to a discus-
sion of the messages Joe had given his students
through his actions. “Here’s how you responded
to Liz after she talked,” Michelle said as she
showed Joe how he’d averted his eyes, frowned,
and spoke in a monotone voice. She asked a
series of questions, with little response from
Joe:

What message do you think she may have gotten
by your response? Is that what you wanted? Does
that fit with what you had expected?

Michelle told him that he was giving students
clear messages about which opinions they had
that he did and did not approve of. When Joe
said he had a hard time “keeping his own views
out of it” and staying objective in class, Michelle
validated his feelings and agreed.

They spent several minutes talking about the
difficulties involved in stimulating controver-
sial discussions. She told Joe:

I think one role that the teacher plays in a
situation like this is not just a mediator, but a
person who creates an atmosphere whereby
people can disagree and have airing time to
make their argument. You need to make sure
people are going to listen to other people’s
argument. You need to create rules in the
classroom for having discussion and make
sure they are known. And you also need to
abide by them.

Michelle then turned the conversation to the
issue of how Joe might use what he had
learned that day for planning future lessons
in sociology. She pointed out that he had
learned a great deal about issues that con-
cerned students and about the differing view-
points students held on those issues. Now he
needed to think carefully about how he was
going to use this information, she advised,
for his future lessons. Since their time to-
gether was just about over, Michelle asked
Joe to begin thinking about this issue, telling
him that they would discuss it on Sunday
(when they had arranged a time to talk about
and plan some lessons together).

ANALYSIS
Looking across the two instances in which
Michelle and Joe had conversations about teach-
ing, we noted two prevalent characteristics.
First, long silences occurred in which neither
Michelle nor Joe spoke. Usually, Michelle had
asked a question or set of questions (e.g., what
Joe had learned about students from the range
of concerns they expressed in sociology) or
had stated what she might have done in the
situation (e.g., what she might ask students
about the flag bulletin board). In either case,
Michelle would stop talking and look at Joe,
while Joe often avoided looking directly at
Michelle.

Second, we noted that Michelle dominated the
conversations—in terms of choosing the agenda
topics, even when to switch from one topic to
another, and how to discuss them. In the con-
ferences following the sociology class, she
moved between a focus on Mary (the troubled
student), examining the purposes of the lesson
and whether Joe felt he achieved them, and
what Joe had learned that day in his teaching.
At one point, Joe raised an issue (in response to
Michelle’s question) that was possibly an in-
sight on his part (“As a sociology teacher I
sometimes also feel like I am also a morals and
ethics teacher.”). Michelle did not probe this
statement. In the discussion about the flag bul-
letin board, she raised the issue to begin with
and kept the conversation going by asking
questions, modeling her thinking, and suggest-
ing what she might ask students.

In interviews with Deb and Jaime after the
observations, Michelle expressed her concerns
about trying to strike a balance among three
needs in her conversations with Joe: consider-
ing his views and feelings, working on long-
term goals for his teaching and learning to teach
(e.g., focusing on students’ learning), and work-
ing on reacting to immediate needs of a situa-
tion (e.g., handling the situation with Mary).

I tried to get him to talk to me so that I can be
aware of my learner . . . I was trying to help him
be aware of his own feelings and views as a
learner. He is so resistant. Also, I cannot un-
cover why I can’t get him to think with me.
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Enacting the Role of Field Instructor
As we watched Michelle working with Joe
and as we listened to her talk about how she
defines what she does, we saw that she
moved between being a teacher of high
school students and a prospective teacher
(Joe), and being a student of teaching. She
used many different strategies: questioning
Joe, role-playing situations, reminding him
of things he had said and done in class, and
trying to demonstrate ways to think about a
particular situation. At times she even sug-
gested actions he might have taken. For
instance, she suggested questions Joe could
have asked students about the flag bulletin
board. She made these suggestions in order
to help him see that he had a perfect oppor-
tunity to make an inquiry about his students
and “to see his students as individual learn-
ers and to see the role of [students’] learning
in his own learning to teach.” In handling the
situation with Mary, Michelle suggested dif-
ferent forms Joe’s actions could take (e.g.,
talking with her individually, talking with
the cooperating teacher, seeing her counse-
lor) and how critical it was for a teacher to
pay attention to the kinds of clues received
from examining Mary’s behavior.

Sometimes Michelle “became” Joe. For ex-
ample, she imitated what his verbal and non-
verbal responses to several students had been.
“Here’s how you responded to Liz after she
talked,” she said as she showed Joe how he’d
averted his eyes, frowned, and spoke in a
monotone voice. Then she showed a spirited
response made to another student. Moving back
into the field instructor role, she asked Joe,
“What message do you think the student may
have gotten from your response? Is that what
you wanted? Does that fit with what you’d
planned to do?”

Michelle modeled her ways of thinking, and
discussed her reasons for acting a particular
way or suggesting certain actions. Using this
strategy heavily with the incident around Mary,
Michelle told Joe what she did and why. She
listed the questions she asked herself about
ways to follow up on Mary’s discomfort. She
talked with Joe about how and why she added

up the clues that convinced her of Mary’s
distress. Michelle also pointed out that talking
with colleagues—other teachers and the coun-
selor—could assist her in helping Mary.

Beliefs about Field Instruction
Michelle’s views about what constitutes good
teaching shaped her actions and comments
when working with Joe. She believes strongly
that knowing about students is very important
in teaching, stating that, “The center of teach-
ing is knowing your students, not just knowing
your content; because you’re not teaching ma-
terial, you are teaching students.”

Michelle holds a view of teaching in which
the students play a central role. She believes
that teachers should care deeply about their
learners as persons who are trying to under-
stand particular content. She wanted Joe to
help his students see connections between
the content learned in school and everyday
life. In Michelle’s opinion, Joe could do this
only if he knew about his students—“if he
cared enough to find out what was going on
inside their heads.”

Michelle believes that reflection upon students’
inner thoughts and motivations is crucial in
teaching. In working with Joe, her student in
this case, Michelle constantly tried to uncover
his beliefs and views, hoping to better under-
stand why Joe seemed unable or unwilling to
analyze his own teaching. She created opportu-
nities, for example, to learn more about Joe’s
images of school and of the teachers’ role in
students’ learning (e.g., his view of the teacher
as authoritarian), believing that this informa-
tion might help her to overcome his apparent
resistance to learning more about teaching.

Michelle also wanted Joe to understand and
share some of her beliefs. For example, she
sees student teaching as an opportunity to
practice being and thinking like a teacher
within a supportive environment. She wanted
Joe to use this time to experiment with put-
ting into practice ideas he learned during his
preservice preparation and to examine how
different actions influence students’ learn-
ing. In this way, she believed, Joe could
form habits of reflection and inquiry about
his students’ learning as well as his own.
Student teaching, according to Michelle,
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should begin the process of becoming a life-
long student of teaching. “Good teachers,”
she explained to Joe, “are those who con-
tinually reflect upon and seek to improve
their practices.”

DILEMMAS OF FIELD INSTRUCTION
Our description and analyses of these two
instances of guided practice point to the com-
plex and often challenging nature of the work.
As we tried to account for what we noted
between Michelle and Joe, three dilemmas
emerged over and over. Rooted in the institu-
tional and political fibers of schooling, as well
as the relational characteristics of guided prac-
tice work, these dilemmas are faced to some
extent by all persons who engage in guided
practice. In reality, the dilemmas are overlap-
ping and intertwined; we separate them here
only for the purposes of discussion.

Dilemma One: Assistance versus Assessment
The relationship between field instructors and
their student teachers is inherently symmetri-
cal, both in power and in status. This power and
status difference emerges from the differential
kinds of knowledge and expertise about teach-
ing and learning to teach held by the partici-
pants. Field instructors, by virtue of their
position, possess more knowledge about teach-
ing and learning than their student teachers.
Field instructors have another kind of power as
well, as they are charged with a responsibility
to assess the student teachers’ progress, ulti-
mately allowing or denying them entry into the
profession.

Given these power and status differentials, is it
possible for a student teacher to freely and
candidly share his views about teaching, learn-
ing, and learning to teach, even if he runs the
risk of getting a poor evaluation if his views
differ greatly from his field instructor’s? How
can we as field instructors reconcile the often
conflicting roles of helper and evaluator? How
can we find ways to support novices’ learning,
to give them a chance to share their beliefs
freely, while still bound by our institutional
role as evaluators?

Finally, the norms of the teaching profession
lead us to question the ways that field instruc-
tors and student teachers can work together.
Expectations for privacy and non-experimen-
tation are so prevalent in the profession and in
combination with power and status differen-
tials, novices may get a strong message that
only certain ideas and views should be dis-
cussed in guided practice relationships (Feiman-
Nemser & Floden, 1986; Little, 1990; Parker,
1990).

Dilemma Two: Clash of Views: What if I’m
Right, He’s Wrong?
Already fragile in terms of the level and degree
of trust and honesty, the relationship between
the novice and guide is also shaped by their
different life experiences. The guide usually
has had experiences with pupils as well as with
other novice teachers. Guides are able to draw
on these teaching experiences and on readings
and discussions they have had with other teacher
educators to create a range of expectations and
orientations that supports their work with nov-
ices. While the guides’ work is shaped by these
varied experiences and orientations, student
teachers come armed with usually only their
experiences as students and perhaps a few
teaching experiences. In many cases, in com-
parison to their guide, novices may be less
sophisticated in their thinking and less able to
communicate clearly their ideas about teaching
in comparison to their guide.

On the one hand, guides want to support nov-
ices’ right to speak about what they believe, to
give them a “voice” in the work and validate
their experiences and understandings; on the
other hand, guides must still act upon sound
and justifiable principles based on intellectual,
moral, and political reasoning. The dilemma
for field instructors sets in as they try to reveal,
challenge, and often alter the beliefs held by
novices, while at the same time trying to estab-
lish a safe relationship in which novices feel
free to share their views. In some instances,
field instructors may need to suspend their own
beliefs for a time and take the perspective of the
novice in order to help him articulate his views
more clearly. When and how, then, should a
guide begin to believe, “The novice’s ideas are
seriously flawed,” and then what action must
the guide take? What will be the “costs” of her
action?
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Dilemma Three: Can a good teacher ever
“give up” on her learners?
As a form of teaching, field instruction carries
a set of obligations, the most important being
the commitment to help all students learn some-
thing worthwhile. As such, field instructors
feel a deep sense of commitment to help their
student teachers learn and be successful in
teaching. Most teachers believe that even when
the teaching/learning process appears impos-
sible a good teacher never gives up on her
students, but always searches for what Herbert
Kohl (1984) describes as “the click,” the magi-
cal moment in which the teacher is able to
converge with a student’s mind and feelings in
a way that promotes his learning.

Yet this obligation of making each student
succeed differs when the learning is part of
professional education. Not all teacher candi-
dates will become successful teachers, no mat-
ter what kind of preparation and support they
are given. When field instructors work with a
student teacher who is unlikely to become a
successful teacher, they face the serious
dimemma of how to reconcile the concurrent
beliefs of not giving up on any student with the
moral obligation of not admitting persons to the
profession who cannot work with students in
morally, politically, and intellectually justifi-
able ways. What criteria can one use to make a
fair decision about a novice’s ability or inabil-
ity to continue in the profession?

To some extent Michelle faced these dilemmas
in her work with Joe and they affected her
pedagogical decisions. While trying to listen to
Joe’s ideas, she faced the harsh reality that his
values and beliefs about teaching differed radi-
cally from hers and, furthermore, were the
kinds of ideas she did not feel would contribute
to his growth nor his students’. She made the
decision to extend Joe’s student teaching pe-
riod, setting out specific practices she wanted
to see (e.g., particular formats for planning,
different small group formats with well-de-
signed tasks for students) based on what she
believed to be sound teaching principles. She
ultimately passed Joe into teaching, writing
him a mediocre recommendation which hon-
estly portrayed areas he had worked on and
areas still needing growth.

CONCLUSION
Many tensions and issues shape the ways field
instructors and student teachers seek to manage
the dilemmas endemic to their relationships.
Returning to our instances, we can speculate
about what Michelle and Joe might have done
in their search for common ground.

To do this, we turn to Schön’s (1990) work on
reflective coaching A good coach, in Schön’s
(1990) view, should be capable of managing
several strategies of instruction and inquiry in
order to represent the relevant issues. But, for
this to be successful the coach should search for
appropriate means of communication that al-
low:

Showing and telling matched to the peculiar
qualities of the student before [her], learning
how to read [the student’s] particular difficul-
ties and the potential from [his] efforts at
performance, and discover and test what [the
student] makes of her intervention. (p.118)

Our own analyses suggest that finding the
unique qualities of a particular student and a
particular situation provide both the ends and
means for supportive conversations about teach-
ing and learning to teach. Focusing on concrete
practices, whether they are in a classroom be-
tween a teacher and students or between a field
instructor and student teacher, can supply the
means for guiding novices through a teaching
situation while providing the grist for their
learning from it. The guide’s focus on the
concrete must be mixed, however, with an
understanding of teaching principles informed
by other experiences, scholarly reading, dis-
cussions with colleagues, and reflection on the
act of guiding a novice.

Our analyses and resulting dilemmas sug-
gest two changes in the conditions that gen-
erally surround the relationship between
guide and novice. First, this study calls into
question brief relationships between student
teachers and field instructors, relationships
in which the individuals cannot develop the
kinds of trust and understandings of each
others’ views and obligations in order to
seek common goals. Moreover, short rela-
tionships make for few chances for novice
and field instructor to communicate about
particular views, dispositions, and under-
standings about teaching and learning. We
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doubt, for example, that the ten weeks that
Michelle and Joe had to work together was
sufficient time for them to challenge each
other.

Secondly, working with colleagues who are
themselves involved in doing and thinking
about the problems and dilemmas of guided
practice is very important for field instruc-
tors. By their very nature, dilemmas cannot
be solved. A serious examination of the
conditions and factors that shape field
instructor’s decision-making in different situ-
ations will lead to a better understanding of
this work. And together, colleagues can sug-
gest changes in the usual institutional ar-
rangements that foist large numbers of student
teachers onto one field instructor’s workload.
Such collaboration may enable field instruc-
tors to create occasions for talking with each
other and thinking about the very dilemmas
we write about. It is novice teachers, and
ultimately the children they will teach, how-
ever, who have the most to gain as a result of
serious, thoughtful, and ongoing explora-
tion of guided practice by field instructors.

Notes
1Authorship is in alphabetical order.
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LOUISE AND ME: AN ANALYSIS OF A FIELD INSTRUCTOR’S
CONSTRUCTION OF GUIDED PRACTICE

Sharon A. Schwille

This paper characterizes one person’s work
as a guide. It is a description and analysis of
one episode of guided practice between a
preservice teacher and myself, the field in-
structor. It is also a look at what shapes my
thinking as I reflect in action during the
conference and reflect on the action after-
wards. I used Feiman-Nemser and Rosaen’s
guided practice framework as an analytic
tool to examine my practice and the rationale
behind my action. The framework helped to
focus my attention on the important features
of the work. It opened up the episode be-
yond seeing it as a sequence of steps, as in a
clinical supervision model, to reveal that
rather than use one particular model of guided
practice, I responded to the particulars of the
situation. Although clinical supervision is a
prominent model in the literature on supervi-
sion and has acquired many meanings be-
yond its original formulation (e.g., see
Cogan, 1973; Goldhammer, 1969), it does
not include the range of actions that com-
prise the way I enact my guided practice
work. Clinical supervision structures guided
practice as a series of steps with a specific
goal of identifying patterns of teaching be-
havior that could be improved. It is a process
framework. Feiman-Nemser and Rosaen’s
is a substantive framework. It helped me to
see that my guided practice work is con-
structed as it is enacted based on careful
analysis of the situation and on a synthesis of
the program goals and my own beliefs about
good teaching. The guided practice frame-
work brought to light that fidelity to one
model of supervision is not the premise from
which I work. I do not follow particular
procedures and technical processes that tell
me what to do. Instead, I use many forms of
teaching, including improvisation, in my
work and build a trusting relationship with
the preservice teacher that supports our work

together. An important way that I think about
constructing my work is described by Cohn
and Gellman (1988) as situational teaching.
I use cues from the context to help my teacher
candidate connect principles of teaching and
the program philosophy to her work with
children.

I begin with a brief description of the situation
in which the guided practice episode occurred.
Then I present a description and analysis of the
conference followed by a discussion of my
thinking about my work.

THE SITUATION
Louise was a student in the same thematic
teacher preparation program as Maureen and
Diane (see Denyer, this volume). While the
program goals described by Denyer underlie
my thinking and the direction of my work, this
episode focused on finding an interface be-
tween Louise’s agenda (both explicit and im-
plicit) and my own, which was grounded on the
program goals as well as my beliefs about good
teaching. In searching for this interface, I en-
acted a variety of roles and used a variety of
practices or strategies to influence Louise’s
learning.

A secondary, although important participant in
this instance of guided practice, was the class-
room cooperating teacher, Heather (a pseud-
onym). Although Heather was not present at
the conference, Louise and I referred to her
frequently and her influence was apparent.

Louise was a senior in a pre-student-teaching
field experience. She was preparing for her
student teaching term, which would occur in
the same fifth grade classroom. It was about the
third week of the term, so Louise was still
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finding her place in the classroom. In this initial
stage of developing our relationship, Louise
and I had a conversation about her work in the
classroom. Since this conversation did not im-
mediately follow an observation of her teach-
ing, it had a broader scope than feedback and
reflection on a particular teaching instance,
which is often the focus at other times. Louise
was taking her last methods courses in the
Teacher Education Program and she was ex-
pected to try out what she was learning in her
courses in her practicum setting.

Using the guided practice framework, I exam-
ined our conversation by exploring the
participant’s goals and analyzing the dialogue
and its implications. How I enacted my role as
guide and the variety of practices I used to
engage Louise in learning from thinking about
her own practice are readily apparent in this
instance. In the conversation we did not explic-
itly state our underlying beliefs about what
constitutes good teaching, but they can be
inferred from our dialogues about having pur-
poses and reasons for one’s instructional plans
and actions.

A description and analysis of the confer-
ence, the themes that emerge, the enacted
roles and the forms that were used to address
both the explicit and implicit agendas of the
participants follows. The conversation is
presented in four segments, each with a de-
scription of the dialogue and an analysis of
the thinking underlying my actions. This,
then, becomes a study of my thinking as a
field instructor, using the guided practice
framework to focus the analysis.

THE CONFERENCE
Segment One
Description. Louise opens the conversation
with a problem. She wants to establish a read-
ing corner and a writing corner in the room and
wants students to keep writing folders together
in a file in the writing corner, but Heather
questioned the purpose for the folders in the
corner. Louise cannot figure out how to justify
her plan to Heather. She says,

Louise: One thing I did want them to do was
writing fortfolios, such as folders, and I
wanted them to keep it in a box in the back
corner in a writing corner where all the
kids would have their own folder so they
can have it there, and Heather said, “Why?”
and I said, “So they can all have their own
folders back there.” She doesn’t want them
to have their folder back there because
she’s afraid kids of this age are going to
take somebody else’s folder. But I still
want it, and she said,, “Well, it’s not that
I’m saying no but I’m not sure it will work
here.” So I’d like to come up with some
good reasons why I feel strongly about it
being back there.

Sharon:1 What have you thought about it?

Louise: I feel that it’s okay. This is what my main
concern was that it would be so conve-
nient for them to have the folder right back
there that they can just keep it all back
there in a folder. But I’m afraid if they keep
it in their desk, first of all I’m afraid that
everything’s not going to be kept to-
gether. It’s just going to be . . . really their
rough draft or whatever, their prewriting.
It’s going to be . . . stuffed in there just
because like when I was a little kid I
remember I’m sure that happened. And
not only that, I just thought when every-
one was done with their work and wanted
to go back to the writing corner, usually I
think if they’re writing a story if their
folder’s at their desk they’re just going to
take their folder out and put it on their
desk and start writing on their desk.

Sharon: It doesn’t have the same element as a
spot in the room that is part of your
literate environment, so to speak. This
part is the writing part of your literate
environment. So you’d like to set up an
atmosphere and places in the room that
have special meaning.

Louise: Um hm. So there’s the writer’s corner and
we have the reader’s corner and then we
have the author’s chair in between. I don’t
know.

Sharon: Right. Excellent transition.

Louise: I liked it.
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Sharon: So those seem like good reasons to have
folders over there in the first place. It keeps
things organized so to keep the kids’
papers in one place so they know where it
is and it doesn’t get lost in their desk or
wadded up or ripped or whatever. And
secondly, in my way of thinking, prob-
ably the most important reason is to estab-
lish a spot in the room that is very much a
part of what you’re setting up as a literate
environment. It’s a very prominent place
in the room where we know writing occurs
and that by having this prominent place in
the room we know it is a top priority, it’s
valued a great deal.

Louise: Sounds good.

Louise and I move into thinking about how to
approach Heather so that Louise might begin to
establish this writing corner. This time I present
the problem.

Sharon: All right, and how can we present that to
Heather? Wait a bit?

Louise: I don’t know. She was very, very abrupt
about the “why” and I just thought, well,
convenience?

Sharon: All right, but now that you’ve thought
through the “why,” can you go back to her
and say, “I’ve thought about your ques-
tion”—I’ll be Heather. You talk to me.
(Pause) “You know, when we talked about
having that writing corner and you asked
why, that made me think a lot harder about
this, and I’ve thought about it and here’s
what I’m thinking about that now,” and
then you talk about your reasons why.

Louise: Umm, I can always give it a try

Sharon: And I think if you approach it with, “when
you asked me that ‘why’, it was a good
question because it made me think a lot
harder about, and I’ve thought a lot harder
and I want to respond to that,” or however
you say it.

Louise: Sounds good. Okay. I like that. All I can do
is try.

Analysis. In this opening segment of the con-
ference, the dialogue focused on Louise’s de-
sire to establish part of the room as a writing
corner, but initially she could not respond to
Heather’s seemingly oppositional question of
“why?” As I see it, the underlying issue was
Louise’s attempt to establish herself in the
classroom as a legitimate, respected part of the
teaching component. I noted that she wanted to
feel like she had something to offer, that she
had some territory in the room (i.e., physical
space she could control, such as the writing
corner, and teaching decisions that she could
control, such as keeping the files in the corner)
and that she had good ideas that would foster
learning. She wanted to make decisions like a
teacher. Her opening remarks about what she
wanted, her desire to pursue the issue of the
folders and her comment about having a strong
feeling about the corner were indications to me
of these underlying concerns. She also said she
liked her ideas and felt it was “okay” to have
folders in the writing corner, although she
seemed uncertain about them when she added
at one point, “I don’t know.”

In response to these interpretations, I assumed
the multiple roles of encourager, helper, clari-
fier, prompter and appraiser. Since I was re-
sponding to the teacher candidate and the
situation at hand, rather than attempting to act
out of one particular model of guided practice,
I was able to draw upon a variety of actions to
find the most efficacious leads. By asking Louise
to explain her reasons for the folders in the
corner, I encouraged her to think more deeply
about her purposes. Through a process of re-
flection I clarified the reasons she gave, such as
when I summarized the purposes of the organi-
zation and establishment of a literate environ-
ment. At the same time, I modeled how to
clarify and organize thoughts so they could be
articulated.

The modeling I did here and throughout the
conference became a prominent process I used
in hopes of helping Louise to extend and articu-
late her thinking. The attempted role play in the
second part of the conversation, “I’ll be Heather.
You talk to me,” provided both a model and a
prompt. Since Louise did not pick up her cue,
I assumed her part in order to model it and
provided her with script that she could use in
talking to Heather. I made a few evaluative
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comments, such as “Excellent transition,” and
“Those seem like good reasons,” in my role of
appraiser. Since they were words of praise in
this instance, this role acted as a complement to
the other roles, which were intended to encour-
age and support Louise in her attempts to work
through the problem she presented.

Even in this opening section of the conference
one of my primary goals in helping Louise is
apparent. I wanted her to be thoughtful about
her practice and have sound reasons for her
decisions about what she did and how she did
it regarding instruction. Also, I wanted her to
be able to articulate those clearly. This oc-
curred when I asked her about her reasons for
having the folders in the writing corner, my
own clarification of her reasons, and my praise
of her thinking. This articulation of reasons for
instruction emerged as a major theme in this
episode of guided practice. It is not only a
personal belief of mine that good teachers have
good reasons for what they do and can talk
about those clearly, but it is also a goal of the
Teacher Education Program. So, we were both
influenced by this factor.

Another goal was to help her develop a sense of
autonomy and self-reliance so that she was not
just a follower of curriculum guides or rider of
bandwagons. This was another reason why I
worked with her on clarifying her reasons for
the folders in the writing corner. In doing so,
she also thought, in her own way, about the
purpose of the writing corner itself, rather than
setting it up because it sounded nice when she
learned about writing corners in her coursework.

In the short term I wanted to help Louise
become more assertive in her communication
with Heather and be able to present her ideas in
a confident manner. I wanted her to be able to
try out some new instructional methods and if
Heather was not convinced they were worth-
while, none of us would learn more about them
and their instructional value. The attempted
role play was an effort towards this goal, but
since Louise did not jump in with her part, I was
uncertain what progress had been made.

In previous interactions with Louise I learned
that her primary goal was to gain more confi-
dence in herself as a teacher. It was still not
clear at this point in the work with Louise

exactly what she meant by confidence and how
that is gained, but in the next segment of the
conference this theme surfaced. It became mani-
fest, however, in Louise’s concern that the
children have opportunities to gain confidence
in themselves as writers.

Segment Two
Description.Louise again presents a problem
about not being sure she can explain why she
has done something. This time it is being able
to explain to parents why she has not corrected
spelling, grammar and punctuation errors in the
final copies of children’s written work.

Louise: Now that I have the book [called] Tay-
lor and Tory in the corner, there are so
many spelling errors and punctuation
[errors]. . . . I’m afraid if parents come
in and they read that book they’ll no-
tice there’s punctuation and things that
aren’t. Now how would I handle that? I
don’t know.

Sharon: All right. I’m the parent and I’m coming
in and I notice this book . . . there’s this
wonderful book about Tory and Taylor
and I start paging through and I [say],
“This is great, but don’t you make them
correct their spelling mistakes?”

Louise: Well, usually we have a time that we
revise and we edit; however, this was
just our first story. It’s more an assess-
ment and a confidence builder. We had
them go back and check their spelling.
We also had them peer editing but ob-
viously we have to work on it a little bit
harder. It’s something that now I know
where to go with these kids, what needs
work. Sound good?

Sharon: Umhm. Sounds good to me. Now, are
you telling me you don’t correct spell-
ing mistakes or punctuation mistakes

Louise: No. I typed exactly their words. This is
their work. . . . I can help them if they
come to me before they do their final
draft. I’ll help them with whatever they
need help in. Usually I tell them to look
at their spelling. I don’t like to give the
spelling of a word because ninety per-
cent of the time the kid really knows
how to spell it. It’s just that they’re not
sure, and if they can keep going to a
teacher and saying “How do you spell
this word?” they’re going to keep doing
this and keep doing it instead of trying
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it themselves. So usually I have them
try it themselves or ask somebody if
that’s how they think it’s spelled. It is
something, like I said, that we’re going
to work on. We’re going to do some
more editing and we’re going to do
some more revising. So my idea is that
at the end of the year, our last stories, we
can kind of look at that story and then
we can go back to our first story and see
exactly where we went wrong or how far
we came from the beginning to the end.

Sharon: Okay, sounds good to me.

Louise: I guess still, I’m thinking the parents
might say something to me about it.

Sharon: Well, do you feel comfortable with that?
Saying all that?

Louise: I’d have to think it out more clearly, but
that’s the reason I did it, so I suppose so.
It’s more of an assessment and confi-
dence were the main reasons I did it.

Analysis. This section has several parallels to
the previous section, with Louise presenting a
similar problem of how to explain her reasons
to an authority figure who is questioning her. In
this instance she wanted to give parents reasons
for not correcting all spelling and punctuation
in children’s writing. In my view, underlying
this was Louise’s desire to assume the role of
teacher and to be accountable for products of
instruction. Once again, I attempted a role play
process, but this time it worked. Louise became
the teacher and I was a parent. Having experi-
enced the previous failure, I was more con-
scious of trying to set up conditions where
Louise could more easily assume her part.
Therefore, I began as the parent and presented
Louise with a question to which she had to
respond. We then both came and went out of
our role play easily, such as when Louise asked
if her part sounded good. I responded posi-
tively and then assumed the parent part again.
Once more I asked a question and Louise had
the opportunity to reiterate her thinking, clari-
fying and extending as she talked.

I continued to act as an encourager, helper,
clarifier, prompter and appraiser, but more by
implication because Louise did most of the
verbal work this time. Twice I told her that her

reasoning and explanation seemed good to me,
thus encouraging her and evaluating her work
at the same time. She reflected on her own
thinking by stating that she would need “to
think it out more clearly.” Was she understand-
ing my goal for her to have sound reasons and
be clear about those or was she identifying that
goal independently? In either case, her state-
ment indicated to me that she had begun to act
autonomously and saw value in clear articula-
tion of her purposes for instruction.

Louise ended this section by saying that the
main reason she had the children do the
writing was as an assessment and to build
confidence. She stated this earlier in the
dialogue as well. She introduced one of her
primary concerns, that of building confi-
dence. I knew from earlier conferences with
her that this was a major goal for herself.
Was she projecting that goal onto the chil-
dren or did they really need some confidence
building? It was difficult to tell from the
conversation.

I understood Louise’s use of the word “assess-
ment” to mean an opportunity to find out what
children know and are able to do and where
instruction needs to be directed next. She said
that now she “knows where to go with these
kids” and on what they needed work. In the
program vocabulary we use the word assess-
ment to mean gaining information about chil-
dren, the curriculum and the environment for
use in planning for meaningful instruction. It is
not necessarily a time of evaluation in which a
grade or evaluative comment would be given.
Louise’s use of the word showed me that she
had assimilated some of the program concepts
and was comfortable using this shared vocabu-
lary. Here the program acted more directly as
an influencing factor, not only in shaping
Louise’s beliefs about what constitutes teach-
ing practice, but also how those beliefs then
shape the content of our conversation.

The third section of the conference focuses on
different content, while the themes of reasons
or purposes for instructional decisions and that
of building confidence continue.
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Segment Three
Description. Louise switches the conversation
to focus on the reading unit she is beginning
with the children. The theme of the unit is that
size is relative. She says that her goal for
today’s lesson was to motivate the children to
read the unit. Prior to this section of the dia-
logue she described a video used to introduce
the unit and that in the discussion following the
video  the children concluded that “size is
relative to what you’re comparing it to.” I
present the focal issue of this segment by ask-
ing a direct question.

Sharon: What are some of your overall goals and
purposes for this unit on size?

Louise: I hadn’t thought about that. The reason I
wanted today was to get them more con-
fident about or just confident and moti-
vated to read the rest of the cluster. That’s
a good question. I think that it’s just to get
them thinking about size in a different
way. So many times we compare it to
humans, but really, you know, like size is
relative depending on what you’re com-
paring it to.

Sharon: So there are some concepts here about size
that you want to get across. So there’s
content that you’re after.

Louise: Umhmm . . .

Sharon: What else?

Louise: My main goal is that sometimes you think
that something really huge is just the
biggest and the strongest and things that
are little are weak. . . . I want them to get rid
of that misconception.

Sharon: You want to break down some stereo-
types?

Louise: Right.

Sharon: Are there other stereotypes? Big is strong,
little is weak, stereotypes about size that
you would want to destroy?

Louise: That strength isn’t always, that if we’re
really strong we’re the best. In fact, in one
of the stories it shows that cleverness is. It
doesn’t matter what size you are, that
being clever is more important than being
strong. There’s another thing in the clus-
ter that I like. It’s this poem and it’s a really
funny poem, but I think I can bring a really
good discussion out of it. It’s Huffer and
Puffer. It’s about these two giants that beat
the crap out of each other and they become
really small and they shorten themselves.
Through this I would bring in a discussion
about what are ways we can resolve prob-
lems without killing each other or hitting
each other besides insult.

Sharon: So is that an overall goal that you have, to
talk about conflict?

Louise: But now I’m thinking that’s probably a
goal that I’m,

Sharon: That’s a Learning Community [program]
goal.

Louise: Right. That’s going to be coming through-
out the whole year.

Sharon: So you’ve got some content about size,
within that you’re breaking down some
stereotypes. You have a Learning Com-
munity goal about conflict resolution. Do
you have any goals about reading? Im-
proving the children’s reading?

Louise: You’re just getting me to think about
different things that I haven’t thought
about before. Thank you.

Louise goes on to talk about having the chil-
dren look at the way the authors develop char-
acters in the stories in this unit because she
noticed in the children’s writing that they needed
work on building characters. She relates the
reading to the writing by suggesting that she
will have the children write an author’s page
for their stories in which they describe them-
selves as the author. They will be the “charac-
ter” for this page. Louise and I think together
how this can be presented to the children. I give
her some very specific suggestions such as,
“You might be writing on the blackboard as
they talk about these things or let a concept map
develop or brainstorm ideas up on the board.”
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Louise then says that Heather wants her to
teach synonyms and antonyms, but she doesn’t
know why Heather wants her do this and
doesn’t see any connection to the reading unit.
I press her into thinking it through.

Sharon: You don’t know why she wants you to do
this; your next step is to ask why. Now I’m
sure you’ve got lots of ideas about how to
do this but first of all you want to know
why, what’s the purpose, so you know
where to reach these kids.

Louise: I know it’s nice when you’re writing a
story and I guess I can bring that in. Instead
of making it boring using the same words
over and over it’s nice to use a lot of
descriptive words that mean the same
thing that make the story a little more
interesting.

Sharon: Exactly, exactly. That’s a primary reason.
Also when you’re reading you might know
some synonyms that might be in your
head. You might fill them in to understand
better. An author may use a word that . . .
you understand one of the synonyms bet-
ter and in your head you just put that in
there. And when you’re speaking, here’s
where you plug into what Elliot is trying
to teach you about oral technique, when
you’re speaking you want to have a large
enough vocabulary that you can make
explanations interesting and different.
You want them to be interesting. Now can
we extend that to antonyms? By knowing
antonyms might you be able to explain an
idea by talking about the opposite?

Louise: Umhm.

Louise agrees that opposites can be used to
make a description more vivid and we think of
an example. Louise explains how she could use
some poems about size for the instruction. She
would have children substitute synonyms for
some words and then antonyms to see how it
changes the text and nature of the poem.

Analysis. While I continued to challenge Louise
to provide reasons for teaching the reading unit
on size being relative, Louise responded with
her issue of confidence when she said that the
goal of today’s lesson was to “get them more
confident.” Again, she was referring to the
children’s confidence, but I interpreted that to

include her own confidence as well, even
though this was not addressed explicitly in this
conversation. Her lack of assertiveness with
Heather in questioning about why synonyms
and antonyms should be taught with this unit
led me to believe that she needed to gain more
confidence in herself. It may seem that we were
talking from different agendas, but I was work-
ing on the belief that if Louise felt that she had
sound reasons for her decisions about instruc-
tion and the content she chose to teach, then she
would develop more confidence in her ability
to make these decisions herself. Perhaps mak-
ing this more explicit to Louise would have
helped her to understand why I kept asking her
to identify the goals and purposes of her in-
struction.

Talking about specific teaching strategies to
use in order to address the content and goals of
instruction added a new dimension to the con-
versation. Louise mentioned the Huffer and
Puffer poem as a means to teach about conflict
resolution and we thought together about how
to teach about character development in text
and how to use synonyms and antonyms. For
the most part, Louise took the role of creator
and planner while I questioned her thinking as
a way to analyze the effectiveness of the strat-
egies she chose. I modeled this analysis in the
hope that she would learn to ask these ques-
tions of herself. I also assumed the role of coach
as I gave her some specific suggestions for
using the blackboard or drawing a concept
map. I saw my responsibility as helping Louise
identify several possibilities for instruction from
which she could choose and to provide her with
suggestions if she needed others. For instance,
we thought of an example in which antonyms
were used to describe something and Louise
went on to think about poems she could use
with the children.

My responsibility to teach and reinforce the
program goals is evident at least twice in this
section. In one instance, I pointed out to Louise
that the goal of teaching about conflict resolu-
tion is compatible with the teaching disposi-
tions subscribed to by the program. Louise
agreed and identified this as a long term goal.
At another point, I connected the thinking
about the use of synonyms to what Louise was
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learning in one of the program courses she was
taking by saying, “Here’s where you plug into
what Elliot is trying to teach you about oral
technique.”

The influence of program goals becomes
even more evident in the last section of the
conference.

Segment Four
Description. In the closing part of the confer-
ence, Louise returns to the topic of the writing
corner. This time she explains what she plans to
do next in developing that area of the room and
involving children in the decisions.

Sharon: Okay, now what’s the next thing you are
going to do?

Louise: We’re going to talk about the writing
corner and then I want them to break
down in groups just really quickly and
make a list of the supplies they would
like in there.

Sharon: Now, I want to tell you why I think that’s
neat that you’re asking the kids what
goes back there. Because what you’re
trying to build through all these things
at the same time that you’re working on
kids’ writing and learning content and
reading ability, you’re also developing
this notion that you’re a community of
learners.

Louise: Umhm.

Sharon: So when you let them have some input
into this community, what we’re going
to say up here, what we’re going to put
on this paper, then that becomes the
working together part of this, their feel-
ing of initiating power and a sense of
ownership.

Louise: That’s why I want them to bring their
books to the reading corner.

Sharon: Okay, that’s good too. You see how
much you’ve already been able to ac-
complish in just a short amount of time?
So pat yourself on the back for that.

Louise: I know, it took me all weekend to decide
to have them decide what they want to
do there.

Sharon: When you’re thinking about something
like that then say to yourself, what
would be the way that would build
community and sometimes the answer
is, “I’m going to give the direction. I’m
the person, I’m the adult in the situation
and in this particular situation I have
the wisdom.” And at other times you’re
going to say, “This is something that we
can all decide together,” and that’s what
you want to look for. So the question
you want to ask is, “How would I con-
tinue to build a community in this in-
stance?” and then maybe that will help
you think about how to plan.

Louise: Right, it took me that long to decide.
Hopefully, I want them to feel like it’s
their writing corner. Well, thank you.

Analysis. In my view, Louise knew that her
desire to have the children feel like the read-
ing and writing corners belonged to them
could be heightened by their bringing their
own books and by making decisions about
the materials needed for the writing corner.
However, it was not apparent to me whether
she recognized this as a program goal. I
could have questioned her about the disposi-
tions the program hoped to instill and pushed
her to identify the one I wanted to highlight,
but I chose to reinforce her thinking by
saying, “I want to tell you why I think that’s
neat,” and then told her which program goal
her strategy fostered. Several factors influ-
enced my decision, not the least of which
was time. I knew we needed to end this
episode of guided practice quickly, and the
most expedient way to get my point across
was to tell it. I also recognized that we had
had a long conversation in which I had
pushed Louise to think harder about her
instructional decisions and to be more asser-
tive in her interactions with Heather. I felt
we both had had enough and to do more
pushing and probing at that point might jeop-
ardize the gains we had made. So I told her
what I was thinking. She confirmed not only
my thoughts about the program goal, but
also my decision to teach by telling by mak-
ing her final statement. She reflected on how
long it took to reach what I had said was a
“neat” decision and that she wanted the chil-
dren to “feel like it’s their writing corner.”
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DISCUSSION
What informs my thinking as I engage in the
work of guided practice and as I think about my
work afterwards? By articulating how I de-
cided what to do with Louise, we can clarify
that which shapes and directs my practice and
thereby better understand some of the com-
plexities of the work. Several factors, operating
simultaneously, inform my thinking and deci-
sion making. These include my role as a field
instructor, my interpretation and enactment of
that role, the program goals, my own beliefs
about good teaching, my relationship with a
teacher candidate, and how these all get played
out in a particular situation with a particular
student.

Role Definition and Enactment
The teacher education program to which Louise
and I belong defines the role of field instructor
as a teacher, especially of the program goals,
and an evaluator of the teacher candidate’s
proficiency in interpreting and implementing
those goals in a classroom. According to the
program, my responsibility is to guide and
evaluate my teacher candidates using the pro-
gram goals as a framework. I am expected to
help the teacher candidates connect what they
learn in their program courses to the realities of
the classroom. I am to provide instruction about
teaching and pedagogy from the perspective of
the program’s philosophy as it applies to class-
room life.

One of the complexities of guided practice is
the interplay between the defined role and
the enactment of that role in the situations
that arise in practice. The role of field in-
structor, defined by the program as a teacher
in the context of field experiences, is com-
patible with my own notion of myself as a
teacher of teacher candidates regarding their
learning in and about the context of the
classroom. I am comfortable with my under-
standing of the program’s philosophy and
have faith that my interpretations of it are
reasonable. Therefore, I see myself as a
teacher with the special responsibility of
helping the teacher candidate make sense of
and be able to respond thoughtfully to the
learners in a school environment using the
program goals as a lens. My enactment of
this role is influenced by a web of factors.

Beliefs About Good Teaching
and Program Goals
Two compelling factors which help me figure
out how to enact my role are my beliefs about
good teaching and the specific goals of the
program. These act as a filter through which I
read the cues of the situation and, in that situa-
tion, decide what is needed to help the teacher
candidate. For instance, in the last section of
the conference, I explicitly referred to the pro-
gram goals to reinforce their applicability to
classroom life as Louise and I talked about the
writing corner she wanted to establish in the
room. Through the reference to the program
propensity of fostering in children a sense of
personal power and providing them opportuni-
ties to make decisions affecting their learning,
I hoped to help Louise gain a deeper under-
standing of the meaning of that program goal
and its manifestation in a classroom. The pro-
gram goals are a constant item on my instruc-
tional agenda for Louise or any of my teacher
candidates. I look for opportunities to interject
instruction related to them into our dialogue by
using the cues of the situation to alert me to
possibilities. Likewise, my beliefs about good
teaching influence how I think about my work
and how I hope Louise will think about her
work. My belief that good teaching includes a
well defined purpose for instruction and in-
structional decisions is a recurring theme in the
conference.

Relationship
Another factor is my relationship with Louise
and what I was learning about her. At the time
of this conference, I had accumulated some
knowledge about Louise from previous experi-
ences with her. In addition, both Louise and I
knew that our relationship would continue over
the long term since we would work together at
least six months until she completed her student
teaching experience that would follow the cur-
rent field practicum. I drew on this knowledge
of Louise as I responded to cues from her in this
particular situation, such as following her lead
in talking about building confidence. I knew
that this was a primary issue for her, so I wanted
to pursue it both to understand her perspective
better and to help her build her own under-
standing of the issue. At that point in the con-
ference, I was not simply acting as the program
missionary, indoctrinating her with the pro-
gram goals, but as her personal teacher calling
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upon what I knew about her and what we were
experiencing in the situation at the time. I was
also willing to take risks with her, such as
attempting to engage her in role plays, because
I knew that if that instructional strategy failed,
I would have more time with her to try another
option. Our long term relationship allows for
the building of trust, which is essential to being
able to choose more risky instructional meth-
ods and expecting that Louise would partici-
pate with me in her own learning.

The relationship Louise and I were building to
carry out our work together did not conform to
a preconceived model of supervision. We did
not know before we began our relationship the
exact form it would take since we were not
dependent on a particular supervisory model.
Rather, it evolved as we worked together.
While it usually begins with a definite teacher/
student dichotomy, there is evidence in this
episode, which was relatively early in our asso-
ciation, of elements of collaborative thought,
planning and decision making. The teacher-
learner aspect of our relationship is part of the
roles defined for each of us by the program. But
our relationship is also interpersonal in nature,
built on mutual respect for each other both as
teachers and learners and on a shared under-
standing of our purpose for being together. For
instance, because Louise was participating in
the program, I expected that she would be
curious about teaching, learning and children.
Because I was the field instructor assigned to
her by the program, Louise could expect that I
would share in her wondering and help her
seek ways to respond to her questions, even
providing some answers when I had them. It
was our interpersonal relationship that sup-
ported us as we worked together. For example,
in the role play neither of us knew how the
other would respond since we had not worked
in this mode together before. But I believe
Louise trusted me that this would be an educa-
tive strategy for her and I trusted that Louise
would participate with an inquisitiveness and
willingness to learn more from the experience.

Forms of Practice
It is apparent from the above discussion and
from the analysis of the conference itself that
what is central to my work is that my practices
arise out of all that informs my thinking rather
than a particular model of guided practice alone.

I did not come to the conference with a precon-
ceived pattern of interaction in mind nor did I
have a structure or specific approach to the
guiding that I intended to take. Rather, I drew
upon the cues I was receiving to make judg-
ments and determine instructional methods that
I thought would guide Louise in her learning.
The point of my work with Louise was her
learning. When that is the center of the work,
then the aim is to select a practice appropriate
for this particular student in this particular con-
text. Cohn and Gellman (1988) have coined the
phrase “situational teaching” to describe a form
of field-based practice which aims at helping
student teachers connect the principles, theo-
ries and methods learned in courses to class-
room practice. As the instructor in the field
setting, the guide uses probing questions and
intervening comments to help the student teacher
make connections, generate multiple teaching
strategies and draw conclusions. The teaching
that occurs is context specific while it rein-
forces or clarifies general principles of teaching
and learning. Much of the episode with Louise
could be described as situational teaching. For
example, in the dialogue about Louise’s teach-
ing of synonyms and antonyms, I helped Louise
think of strategies for teaching, recall what she
had been learning in her course on literacy and
children’s language, and helped her to transfer
what we had talked about to the teaching of a
related topic.

Because I am not bound by any one model of
guided practice, I am free to choose interven-
tions which I judge most appropriate at the
time. I am also responsible for assessing
Louise’s learning needs accurately so that I can
use instructional strategies that not only fit the
situation, but also allow for long term growth.
This is not a case of “anything goes.” My own
beliefs about what constitutes good teaching
and the program philosophy impel me to high-
light certain issues, such as having a clear
purpose for instruction. In Louise’s case, I
intervened in certain ways that I believed would
foster Louise’s growth, such as asking her to
articulate her reasons for teaching the reading
unit on size being relative. These interventions
were in directions congruent with my views of
good teaching and with the program goals.
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The work of guided practice does not stop with
the end of the conference and resume with the
next contact. I continued to think about my
work with Louise to determine how I might
best provide educative experiences for her.
During the conference time, I engaged in what
Schön (1987) calls reflection-in-action. I tried
to determine what was happening, as it hap-
pened, in order to choose strategies for instruc-
tion that seemed most viable and fruitful. I also
tried to coach Louise, as seen in the role play,
as we worked together. Following the confer-
ence, I thought about the progress Louise was
making and how I had helped or not helped to
further her growth. I also tried to interpret our
conference by thinking about what Louise had
said and how I understood what she said. Some
of my recognition of the real issues Louise
presented did not occur until after the confer-
ence when I had a more objective perspective
on our conversation. With these new insights,
I could then clarify what I thought was impor-
tant to help her with the next time we met. With
a clearer understanding, I am more likely to be
successful in connecting my agenda with
Louise’s because I am more likely to recognize
the underlying issues as they are presented in
the context of the moment.

How does evaluation enter in? As most teach-
ers know, the tension between nurturing the
growth of learners and then evaluating their
progress is inherent in the teacher-learner rela-
tionship. As in most teaching situations, this
tension is managed, not resolved (Lampert
1985). To resolve it would be to choose one of
the responsibilities over the other and teachers
must do both. The program structures my de-
fined role of evaluator over the long term by
providing formal evaluation conferences twice
each term. I am also responsible for writing a
detailed description of all my teacher candi-
dates upon completion of their student teach-
ing, a description that presents their teaching
proficiencies using the program goals as a
framework. In the conference with Louise, I
managed the tension and enacted the role of
teacher/evaluator during our work together. A
few times I explicitly told her that I thought she
had a good thought or her idea was “neat.” At
other times I implied that she needed to think
harder or be more clear by asking her questions
such as those about her purpose for choosing
her instructional strategies. At the same time,

our relationship was strong enough that Louise
saw these questions and comments as helpful
and thanked me for pushing her thinking. We
had built enough history together to understand
that our purpose was to think together in order
to further Louise’s learning. The length of time
we had already been together and knew we
would continue to work together, the relation-
ship of trust and respect we had established,
and the program structures all helped to man-
age the tension.

CONCLUSION
The description and analysis of this episode of
guided practice highlights the complex nature
of the work of helping novices learn to teach.
Staying away from a particular model of guided
practice and using an analytic framework helps
uncover the subtleties of the work. This paper
has presented an instance of reflection in action
through a description of a conversation be-
tween myself as the field instructor and a teacher
candidate. Using the facets of Feiman-Nemser
and Rosaen’s (1992) framework as points of
analysis and discussion, I have also reflected
on my practice. The framework helped me to
focus attention on the significant features of my
work. The importance of the relationship be-
tween the guide and the teacher/learner is ap-
parent. Without some level of trust, willingness
to take risks, commitment to each other to
engage in the learning process, and respect for
each other as educators, the work could only be
done superficially. This episode also brings to
light the importance of an adequate knowledge
base, including knowledge of multiple forms of
guided practice and the importance of the
guide’s ability to enact a variety of roles as
needed to shape an educative experience for
the learner. As is frequently the case following
an analysis of a guided practice session, I
continued to generate more questions to ex-
plore in subsequent examination of the work.
What clues from the teacher or teacher candi-
date help the guide decide from one interaction
to the next which leads to follow and which
forms of guided practice to utilize? By enacting
multiple roles and engaging in different forms
of practice, does a guide create a richer learning
experience or one that is disjointed, unfocused
and confusing? How does the learning teacher
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make sense of it all? What must a guide know
to be effective? How do views of good teach-
ing held by the participants in guided practice
affect the forms of practice used?

By continued examination of guided practice
episodes, we should become more knowledge-
able about the various components which come
together to constitute good practice and result
in the growth of the student teacher or teacher
being helped. The guided practice framework
provides a means of performing this examina-
tion more thoroughly.

Notes
1The author.
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CONSTRUCTING A PRACTICE: HOW AN EDUCATIONAL VISION
SHAPES THE WORK OF A FIELD INSTRUCTOR AND HER TEACHER

CANDIDATES

Jenny Denyer

There are a variety of ways in which univer-
sity-based teacher educators work with teacher
candidates in field experiences. Generally this
work involves observing the teacher candi-
dates and then having a conservation with them
about what has been observed. That is, in fact,
a very large part of what I do as a field instructor
working with preservice teachers. I observe my
students as they work with children in elemen-
tary classrooms, and then meet with them to
talk about that work. These observations and
conservations, however, have a particularly
distinctive character because of the program-
matic context of the teacher education program
in which my students and I interact.

The philosophy and goals of the Learning
Community Teacher Education Program at
Michigan State University shape these interac-
tions. They create a particular context in which
the program’s students and staff learn about
teaching and learning to teach. The following
is an account of how this philosophy and the
program’s goals work together to create that
programmatic context which has a profound
effect on the way I construct my practice and
develop a set of moves in my interactions with
two teacher candidates, Maureen and Diane.

THE LEARNING COMMUNITY
The Learning Community Elementary Teacher
Education Program at Michigan State University
is committed to preparing teachers who will teach
subject matter effectively while also focusing on
the development of personal and social responsi-
bility among students. It is a program that encour-
ages its teacher candidates to create classroom
learning environments where cooperation and
collaboration are valued as teachers and students

engage in the teaching and learning of school
subjects, and work to become responsible com-
munity members within and beyond the class-
room.

Based on the writing of Joseph Schwab (1976),
the philosophy of this program is articulated in
a list of propensities—specific dispositions to
thought and action. These propensities describe
certain perspectives toward the school curricu-
lum, the learning environment, personal and
social responsibility and critical thinking that
we encourage our students to develop as they
learn to teach. For example, as teacher candi-
dates plan for instruction, we encourage them
to integrate subject matters wherever possible
and to use the school and community as re-
sources in that instruction. We also encourage
our teacher candidates to establish interactive
learning environments in which student diver-
sity is valued and encouraged as teachers and
students engage in discourse and work toward
shared understandings. We want our students
to learn to discuss and think critically about
their own practice as teachers.

Maureen, Diane and I share a common commit-
ment to the philosophy of our program as stated
in these propensities. Because Maureen and
Diane are in only the second term of their
professional studies, these propensities are still
somewhat abstract and vague for them, but
they are developing their understanding of how
these propensities can shape their work with
children.

The Literacy Sequence
I serve as instructor for the first course in an
integrated four-course literacy sequence that
treats reading, writing, listening, and speaking
holistically. My course specifically encourages
teacher candidates to look closely at their own
literacy learning, the literacy learning of a small
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group of children with whom they have six
opportunities to work during the term, and the
role that children’s literature can and should
play in literacy learning and instruction in
schools.

Additionally, this course strives to help candi-
dates begin to move away from thinking of
teaching as telling, assessing, and managing,
and to develop an image of teaching as careful
listening and thoughtful ways that support stu-
dents’ development as literacy learners. To this
end, we spend a good deal of time thinking and
talking about how we could learn to have
conversations with children about literature.

The shared experience of this class that Maureen
and Diane and I have just completed and our
shared commitment to the learning community
philosophy influence the ways in which I work
with Maureen and Diane. These influencing
factors—our underlying beliefs and contextual
factors—will affect not only my observations
of their work with children in their field expe-
riences, but also the conversations we will have
about those observations as I step out of my role
as Maureen and Diane’s course instructor and
into the role of being their field instructor. They
will guide the way in which I construct my
practice as Maureen and Diane’s field instruc-
tor.

Field Instruction
The term “field instructor” has been consciously
chosen to describe the work of university-
based teacher educators in the Learning Com-
munity who observe and talk with teacher
candidates about their with children in elemen-
tary classrooms. The word “instructor” is key
because we see our role as just that—a person
who will engage in instruction, a person who
will teach our teacher candidates about teach-
ing, and a person who will learn from teaching.

We do not see ourselves primarily as super-
visors who observe and evaluate the actions
of teacher candidates, pointing out what
needs to be changed and offering sugges-
tions on how to make those changes, al-
though that is part of our role. We are there
to help our teacher candidates think care-
fully about their own practice and to find
ways to improve it. We are there to provide
a series of scaffolded learning experiences

as teacher candidates engage in the complex
task of learning to teach. We do this in a
variety of ways that might include asking
questions, modeling, instructing, role play-
ing, choosing those strategies carefully in
order to support the growth and develop-
ment of our teacher candidates (see Schwille,
1994).

The following is an instance of guided practice
which will illustrate how this programmatic
context, with its philosophy articulated in a set
of propensities, its particular vision of literacy
learning and instruction, and its particular stance
toward working with teacher candidates in
field experiences, influences the way I con-
struct my practice and develop a set of moves as
I work with teacher candidates.

AN INSTANCE OF GUIDED PRACTICE
The Observation
On the day of my observation of Maureen and
Diane, I arrived in their first grade classroom as
Ms. Lawrence, their cooperating teacher, was
finishing up a math lesson in which the children
were working in small groups on the floor.
After clean-up, she took the children to recess
and I had about ten minutes to talk with Maureen
and Diane before they were to meet with their
writing groups, which I had to come to observe.

Both teacher candidates expressed loudly and
clearly great frustration at what had transpired
so far. They talked about the “new group” they
had been given that morning and how that
forty-five minutes had been disastrous because
the children had been “bouncing off the walls.”
They commented that in general the students
had been very inattentive all morning, and that
even Ms. Lawrence had a difficult time during
the math group work. Added to this, Diane had
read Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No
Good Very Bad Day to the children and that
had not gone well either. Neither Maureen nor
Diane was looking forward to writing time
because they were not sure what to expect.
When they had finished telling me about their
morning, the children returned from recess and
Maureen and Diane took their small groups of
six children each to the library for their forty-
five minute writing workshop.
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Diane’s group began with Jason sharing his
story from the author’s chair. Several children
told some personal narratives that related to
Jason’s ideas. Diane and her students then
moved around one of the library tables to begin
their writing. Two students were having a
difficult time deciding what to write, so Diane
asked them some questions about pictures they
had drawn earlier to see if that might spark
some writing. The students decided to draw
more pictures, so Diane started to write her
own story about skiing. One girl asked why she
was writing about that and Diane replied that
she liked to ski. That child decided to write
about the dentist, another asked if he could
write three stories, another still had not found a
topic, and another asked if he could write about
the Los Angeles Lakers. The period continued
with Diane and students talking, writing, and
drawing. Maureen began by telling students
they would have a chance to finish sharing their
stories, and one child said he did not want to
read his. Maureen acknowledged his comment
and then proceeded to review what they had
done during their last sharing time. The chil-
dren said they clapped, asked questions, made
comments and added sentences. One student
then shared her story from the author’s chair,
after which there were no comments or ques-
tions, so students and Maureen went back to
their table to continue writing. Maureen talked
with one student about the letter she was writ-
ing to the book character, Alexander; while
another student, a girl who had been absent
when the book had been read to the group read
Little Sister for Sale. This continued and the
other children wrote until the end of the period.

Setting the Conference Agenda
As I prepared for the conference that Maureen
and Diane and I were to have the next day, I
was most concerned about the frustration that
these teacher candidates had expressed so vo-
ciferously. Immediately after my observation, I
had asked them what they thought about their
writing groups. Both said they felt fairly good
about the sessions, but quickly returned to how
frustrating the rest of the morning had been. It
seemed important for me to understand exactly
what had been so frustrating because at that
point I was not sure what they were learning or
how they were understanding what they were
experiencing and observing.

With this in mind, I decided to open the confer-
ence with a very general invitation, “Tell me
what you are thinking about yesterday.” One of
our program’s propensities describes the im-
portance of teachers developing the ability to
discuss and think critically about their practice.
This seemed to be an excellent opportunity to
actually put this propensity into action. If
Maureen and Diane had thought through the
previous day’s events and had come to an
understanding of what had been frustrating and
why, they would have an opportunity to articu-
late their thinking as they responded to my
inquiry. If they had not been able to do that,
then this opening would have the potential to
get us started in a conversation in which we
could explore what had happened and try to
make sense of it together.

In either case, it seemed to me that Maureen and
Diane’s responses to this opening would pro-
vide me with an opportunity to ask some genu-
ine questions, not only about the events of the
morning, but also about how they were per-
ceiving those events. It was very important to
me that I get a window on their thinking in
order to understand how they were making
sense of these experiences. In Dewey’s (1904)
words, I was concerned about attending to the
“mental life” of my students. In a 1904 essay,
which has had tremendous impact on my think-
ing about my practice as a teacher educator,
Dewey stressed that if teachers are to support
the growth of their pupils—they must be stu-
dents of their pupils’ “mind-activity.” By open-
ing the conference in this manner I felt I could
gain some insight into that mind activity, and,
as a result, would then be in a better position to
make some decisions about how I could sup-
port and extend the learning of these teacher
candidates.

During this conference, Maureen and Diane
expressed concern about a number of prob-
lematic situations that they were encounter-
ing. They seemed to be struggling to
understand what it means to become a Learn-
ing Community Teacher as they attempted
to put into practice what they had been learn-
ing about literacy learning and instruction
and the program’s propensities. My role as
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field instructor was to help them make sense
of their confusion and frustration as together
we discussed and thought critically about
their teaching practice.

The Conference Raising Questions
In this conference, one way that Maureen and
Diane tried to understand what it means to be a
Learning Community teacher was by asking
questions. After having read Alexander and the
Terrible, Horrible, No Good Very Bad Day to
the whole class, Diane seemed to be struggling
with how to deal with more than one “conver-
sational floor” (Schultz, Florio, & Erickson,
1982). She had been learning in her literacy
courses that it is important to share literaturewith
children and to encourage them to talk about
the text, possibly by relating it to their personal
experiences. Diane had also been learning
about the importance of listening to what chil-
dren say and to take their ideas seriously as she
works to understand them as learners. Yet,
when she tried this with her whole class, it
raised some questions to her:

We read Alexander yesterday. And then they
talked. When they’re talking the other kids are
just talking, and they’re not, you know, listen-
ing. But I don’t know, we just wanted to know,
how do we know when the other kids are
listening, or how, you know, is that important
or—?

In my response, I wanted to use the dilemma
she raised, not as an opportunity to talk about
how to discipline these students, but rather as
an opportunity to think with both teacher can-
didates about what happens when you actually
engage children in talk about text. I wanted to
help them focus on the content of the children’s
talk rather than on the fact that they had been
talking when Diane and Maureen thought they
should have been quiet. This focus was not a
new one; it was something we had spent much
time discussing in my literacy course. But this
situation was the first time that Maureen and
Diane had occasion to think about having con-
versations with a whole class of children rather
than a small group. I asked:

What’s your sense, are they talking, like if I’m
talking about my story and other people here
are sitting and talking, do those people talk
about my story to me or to you or to anybody?

Diane wasn’t sure, so Maureen offered that she
had observed students telling their own per-
sonal stories and that it was at this point that the
other children got distracted and started talking
to their neighbors about “whatever [in] their
memory was sparked.” She shared Diane’s
concern because she did not want to keep
asking the children to be quiet. Diane agreed
that she did not want them all sitting quietly, but
she felt that they needed to listen to each other.

In an effort to place their concerns within the
program’s context, and to offer some possible
ways that this dilemma could be managed, I
referred to one of the program’s propensities,
“to acknowledge and appreciate student diver-
sity,” and tried to relate this situation to what
Maureen and Diane were doing during their
writing group sessions:

One of our propensities is to [have to] appre-
ciate diversity within a classroom . . . and part
of that might relate to, “Well, if I listen to my
classmates then I can begin to appreciate what,
what’s different about them, how we’re alike”.
. . I think we can do some things like, you
know, “I need everyone to listen. You all have
some important things to say. So and so is
trying, is gonna tell us about” whatever it
might be. Or, “Sarah has something really
important she’d like to say and then if you
have something to add, or if you’d like to ask
Sarah a question.” I mean there are some things
that you could do with writing.

By making reference to one of the propensities
at this point in the conference, I was hoping to
help Maureen and Diane think about ways they
could manage the dilemma they were facing by
drawing on these guiding principles. Because
these teacher candidates are in the very early
stages of their professional preparation and are
only beginning to think about these propensi-
ties as they might obtain in real classrooms, I
felt it important to seize the opportunity to
show Maureen and Diane how a teacher might
actually use these propensities to think about
her work with children. It also seemed impor-
tant to help them see that they did draw on this
propensity in their work with their small writ-
ing groups.

Maureen picked up on this connection and said
she could say those things with her small group,
but working with the whole class was more
intimidating. Diane agreed and referred to her
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small group lesson where the children made
lots of comments about the story Jason shared
in author’s chair. She said how pleased she was
about that:

[But] it didn’t work when I read that book. I
don’t know, it was chaos before one person
said, “I don’t like it when my brother pulls my
hair,” then I had six people telling me about
pulling hair.

At this point I attempted to make a point:

That tells us, then; that tells us that they are
listening. I mean, they’ve heard what that
person has said.

This seemed to be an answer to her earlier
question about when you know your kids are
listening, but there was no uptake on this point.
Maureen returned to their paradox of wanting
their children to listen and to able to talk.

Trying to take another approach, I asked
Maureen and Diane if there might not be some
way that they could do both—encourage chil-
dren to share their ideas and listen to their ideas
of their classmates. At this point Maureen re-
vealed that she had thought about how she
might give the children a few minutes to share
their ideas with a neighbor, and then come
together to talk about those ideas as whole
group. Before we moved on, I encouraged her
to try this idea because it seemed to have the
potential to help her deal with both aspects of
the frustration she and Diane were expressing.

In this part of the conference, as Maureen and
Diane raised questions, I attempted to engage
them in exploring with them those questions
rather than assuming the role of expert who
holds the knowledge to be dispensed. I asked
specific questions to further clarify—for me
and for them—exactly what they were con-
fused and wondering about. These questions
initially led us to look closely at their students,
but Maureen and Diane returned to their initial
question. Then, by making references to one of
the program’s propensities, I tried to help these
teacher candidates consider how the propensi-
ties might help us think about the situation.
Again, however, we came back to Maureen

and Diane’s original question. Finally, when I
asked a question that moved us to thinking
about what could be, Maureen was able to offer
a possible course of action.

Maureen’s idea was particularly important be-
cause it seemed to emerge from her careful
consideration of both her coursework and her
field experience. She was thinking about how
she could best support her students’ literacy
learning while at the same time considering
how best to manage a potentially problematic
situation. Our conservation had become a place
where she could hypothesize about the possi-
bilities of practice that she saw emerging. In
short, Maureen was critically examining her
practice to find ways in which it could be
improved, another of the program’s propensi-
ties. This was a point I should have made
explicit in case it was not evident to her or to
Diane.

The Learning is Hard. During this confer-
ence, Maureen and Diane also articulated their
struggles by talking about how hard it was to
learn to teach.

Maureen: I know we’re supposed to be risk takers,
but it’s so hard sometimes to take risks
‘cause you don’t know. And even if, think-
ing of all the years that Ms. Lawrence has
had in teaching, all her experience she has
had—every day that we’re in there, I see
her learning something about a better way
to teach or about what not to do next time.

At this point I made little response to these
statements except to affirm that taking risks,
another of the program’s propensities, is in-
deed a difficult thing to do. Later in the confer-
ence, however, this topic came up again. I took
a more direct approach:

Maureen: We’re just learning this and we’re getting
frustrated but I see Miss Lawrence getting
frustrated, because she’s always trying
out new things. . . . And if we’re gonna be
good teachers we’re gonna feel a little bit
of confusion. There has to be confusion all
the time . . .

Diane: And I can’t handle that, I’m serious. And
I’m gonna have to deal with that.
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Maureen: It’s so hard to be confused and it’s so
hard to say that it’s okay to not under-
stand everything and to have every-
thing not go perfectly every time. That’s
hard for both of us because we want to
figure it all out and we want to make all
like it’s supposed to be.

Jenny: It’s interesting because when you think
about when we went to school,  there
were right answers to things, and things
were pretty clear cut. And what you’re
finding out now is that there aren’t
always those clear cut answers and that
is hard to live with because you’ve
never had to live with that.

Maureen/Diane: Mmmmhmmmmmm! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Jenny: You don’t get to this point that when
you are a teacher you have all the an-
swers.

Maureen: That’s not really a teacher—you’re just
not that all—knowing person up in front
of those children, you’re just not. It felt
to me like I’m not really a  teacher but
I’m like a, I don’t even know what to call
me, but I’m with them. I don’t stand out.
I don’t think I’m ever gonna stand out
as a teacher, as I thought teachers were
when I was growing up.

Jenny: You said an interesting thing, that you
don’t think of yourself as a teacher. . . .
So what are you now thinking a teacher
is? How is this different?

Maureen: Well, I don’t know everything, that’s
for sure. I keep learning and learning.

Diane: A learner, that’s another thing, I mean
teachers are learners, that’s the way I
look at myself, and I always will
be . . . but every time I’ve been a
learner before I’ve always pushed
myself and succeeded and now when
I push myself and it’s going wr—I
don’t know, it’s frustrating.

Jenny: So you don’t feel the same kind of
success?

Maureen: Well, what is it to measure your success
on? These dumb standardized tests
don’t measure if you’re a good teacher.
And when children leave your class-
room, I keep asking myself when I leave,
“Did they learn? What did they learn?”

Diane: We do this reading and writing with
them and I hope they’re learning, but

Jenny: But think about what you’re doing with
them.

Diane: Yeah—reading and writing.

Maureen: And not everything is going wrong.
There are some successes and you re-
member that, and even with all the things
we leave there and say we should have
done, we do leave there with a couple of
things that we say we’re glad we did it
that way, and you remember that.

Jenny: And all those should-have-dones get
translated.

Maureen: In to action the next time around.

Jenny: Right! And not next term, but it gets
translated into the next week or

Diane: Tomorrow!

Jenny: That’s right!

Maureen: We have our plans already made for
tomorrow!

In this segment Maureen and Diane talked
about how hard it is not to know all the an-
swers, how hard it is to live with uncertainty,
how hard it is to be learning in ways different
from how they have learned before, how hard
it is to know when students are learning, and
how hard it is to know what and how to teach.

I did not deny that what they have identified as
being hard is, indeed, just that, and at one point
I affirmed that how they are coming to under-
stand what knowledge is and what the teacher’s
role is in relation to knowledge is indeed quite
a departure from what they have understood
and believed up to this point. I did not attempt
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to take away this uncertainty, except to support
Maureen’s comment that there are successes
and those successes will help them know what
to do next time. I explicitly stated that what they
learn today can be practiced tomorrow, which
is in fact where the conservation went—to an
explanation of what they would do the next day
because of what they have learned from the day
before. While it may be more of an implicit
message here, and one that Maureen and Diane
may not pick up, I was agreeing with their
emerging understanding of teaching as an un-
certain practice that offers more questions than
answers for the practitioner.

As Maureen and Diane’s field instructor, I see
this whole part of the conference as critical for
two reasons. First it provided Maureen and
Diane with an opportunity to think out aloud
about how all that they are learning in their
course work and in their work with children is
causing them to rethink what it means to be a
teacher. Secondly, this segment provides me
with a window on how Maureen and Diane
were thinking about what it means to teach, and
as such it became a touchstone to which I was
able to return frequently in my subsequent
conferences with them. I was able to say,
“Remember back in January when you said
you didn’t think of yourself as a teacher, how
do you see yourself now?” or “Remember
when you said that you didn’t know how to
figure out what a student was or was not learn-
ing, how are you doing that now?”

Testing Emerging Images. Another way that
Maureen and Diane tried to make sense of their
experience during their conference was by
testing out, albeit very tentatively, what they
thought should be happening in their class-
room. As Maureen described an incident from
her writing group, she told us she was confused
about what to do with a student who wanted to
read during writing, while at the same time
offering her image of what should be happen-
ing:

Maureen: I did ask her, “Is there anything else that
you want to say to him?” and she didn’t
right then. She wanted to read Little Sister
for Sale that we read a couple of weeks
ago. . . . She and Erin started reading
together, and I didn’t know what to do
about that . . . so I let it go this time, but I
wasn’t sure if I did the right thing or not.

They were really into this, into this book,
and I thought that was good that they were
practicing words and they wanted to read
and they were reading literature.

Jenny: What was you hesitation? What made you
think that might not be what you should
be doing?

Maureen: I think it’s the fact that I think we’re, we’re
supposed to be writing in our groups . . .
producing books and seeing progress in
writing, but it seems like they should be
writing all the time, but I don’t totally
agree with that and that’s why I keep
fighting with myself that for class pur-
poses they should be writing, but for my
mind I think they ought to be reading and
writing.

A short time after this, Diane made a similar
comment about students who wanted to be
drawing:

Diane: They just like to draw. I guess I just better
accept that.

Jenny: Do you have kids then that aren’t doing
any writing?

Diane: Trying to think. . . . No, they wrote like a
sentence. Two of them wrote a sentence
and another two wrote a couple.

In these comments, I heard Maureen and Diane
struggling with two issues: (1) They seemed to
be expressing some uncertainty about the con-
nection between reading and writing—two as-
pects of literacy learning that had been stressed
during their first course and were being revis-
ited during their present course; and (2) they
seemed to be trying to articulate the emerging
vision of literacy learning and instruction that
they were developing as they worked with
these first graders. Drawing here on my work
with these teacher candidates in the literacy
sequence, this seemed an important place for
me to step in and support their vision by con-
necting it with what they have been reading
and learning about in those courses:
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Jenny: You know what I would say, is go back and
look at, in both cases, with your groups,
you know your kids who are drawing and
then writing a sentence or two, and your
kids who are writing but then reading and
drawing and all those things. Go back and
look at the Avery piece. You know that
“From the First,” where she talks about
where kids started that kind of writing and
where they ended up—and what kinds of
behaviors they were exhibiting. There’s
also one, I don’t know if we read it or not.
It’s about the kindergarten teacher who
decided not to use the basals and the big
grey cabinet in the corner.

Maureen: That was in Breaking Ground. It wasn’t an
assigned reading for our course but one we
could do.

Jenny: Seems that what you’re seeing is not un-
usual.

Diane: No, not at this early age.

Maureen and Diane were both familiar with the
course texts that I suggested as evidenced by
their comments. By making reference to them
here, I wanted to support their thinking and
actions and to give them additional warrant for
their emerging understanding of what literacy
learning might look like. My position as one of
their literacy course instructors and their field
instructor positioned me to be able to help them
make these connections. In retrospect, I see that
I could have and probably should have been far
more explicit about those connections by talk-
ing more specifically about the readings to
which I was referring.

In another instance, I chose to support their
emerging visions by talking explicitly about
their actions and identifying something they
did not yet realize they were learning about
becoming a teacher of writing:

Diane: We don’t know how to conference yet.
We’re gonna learn that next week.

Jenny: But I would venture to say that you’re
both doing that now.

Diane: (laughter) That’s good to know.

Maureen: That’s good to hear. We need positive
things to hear.

Jenny: You are! You are! When you sit there and
you talk with someone about their writing
and you ask those questions. That’s what
conferencing is . . . if you have a child read
their piece to you, and they read it and say,
“Oh, I really like that part where . . .”  or
“Can you tell me more about . . .” you’ve
started to conference.

The beginnings of statements that I used here to
have my hypothetical conference were words I
had heard Diane and Maureen speak with the
children. My role as an observer outside of the
teaching situation allowed me to see what was
happening and then to share that with these
teacher candidates. By finding ways to connect
their work with these children to what they
were learning in their literacy methods courses,
I was trying to support Maureen and Diane as
they were developing their understanding of
what it means to teach writing.

ONE APPROACH TO GUIDING PRACTICE
While this observation of Maureen and Diane
and our subsequent conference only comprise
one instance of our joint work, in some very
important ways it is representative of what we
do together. The guided practice framework
(Feiman-Nemser & Rosean, 1994) helped me
to see how the underlying views of teaching
and learning to teach, as articulated by the
program, not only to shape the goals of my
work, but also the ways in which I choose to
work toward those goals. They shape the way
in which I construct my own practice of guid-
ing the practice of the young teacher candidates
with whom I work.

I want these teacher candidates to develop the
propensities or dispositions to thought and ac-
tions that the program sees as central to good
teaching. I also want them to come to under-
stand how the subject matters they teach and
the ways in which they approach that content
can be shaped by those very propensities, as
well as by what they have been learning in their
literacy methods courses.

The programmatic context also shapes the ways
in which I choose to work with my teacher
candidates. In the Learning Community we
want our students to learn to create classroom
learning communities with the children whom
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they will teach; however, we do not expect that
this will just happen. As course and field in-
structors we work to develop our own learning
communities with our teacher candidates as a
way to model how such environments are es-
tablished among professionals interested in
thinking critically about their work in order to
improve it. We try to make visible one of our
propensities—that teachers must reflect on their
work in collaboration with their colleagues as
they strive to create meaningful learning expe-
riences for their students.

To this end, I strive to engage with my students
in an exploration of their own questions about
teaching—to engage with them in a collabora-
tive inquiry in learning to teach as we reflect on
what they have been doing and thinking and
imagine the possibilities for future thought and
action. Sometimes I ask them questions to
clarify for them or myself what they are won-
dering about. At other times, I explicitly make
connections between what they are wondering
about and the program’s philosophy. For ex-
ample, we talk about what it means to appreci-
ate diversity within a classroom, and we talk
about how difficult it is to be a teacher who
takes risks in her teaching.

At still other times I try to help them see
connections between their questions and what
they have been learning through their course
work about the possibilities that exist for lit-
eracy instruction. I refer them to specific litera-
ture that we have read in class to help them
think about how children develop as young
authors and about the connections between
reading and writing. I also try to reframe some
of their concerns about managing instruction
by encouraging them to take a holistic view of
instruction by relating managerial decisions to
pedagogy. For example, instead of talking about
how to keep children quiet during storytime,
we talked about the importance of encouraging
children to share their personal responses to
literature and thought about the ways they
could do that and still listen to the story.

At times I identify for them what they cannot
see yet in their own teaching. For example, in
this conference Maureen and Diane said that
they have not yet learned how to conference
with children about their writing: “We’re gonna
learn that next week.” As an observer of their

teaching, I could see that they were doing a lot
of conferencing. As a literacy course instruc-
tor, I felt that it is important that they under-
stand what it means to talk with children about
the text in a broad rather than narrow context.
So I said to them, “You’re both doing that
now!” In this instance, too, I gave them ex-
amples of what I heard them say that told me
they were conferencing: “If you have children
read their piece to you, and they read it and say,
‘Oh, I really like the part where . . .’ or ‘Can you
tell me more about . . .’ you’ve started to
conference.”

My role in guiding the practice of these teacher
candidates just beginning their professional
studies is a clear one: I am their teacher. As I
observe teacher candidates working with chil-
dren in elementary classrooms, there are spe-
cific aspects of their work to which I must
attend. I need to help them develop the propen-
sities of thought and action that articulate the
goals and philosophy of the Learning Commu-
nity. More specifically, as a literacy course
instructor I also know that as these teacher
candidates learn to become teachers of literacy,
there are certain ways of thinking and acting
that I want them to develop so they can be
teachers who will support the growth and de-
velopment of children as literary learners.

For me, then, the propensities for establishing
and working within the learning communities
in general, and the vision of literacy learning
and instruction that can exist in those commu-
nities help to define my role and guide the way
I construct my practice as a field instructor—as
guide. These propensities and this vision give
my work its distinctive character and help me to
understand just what my work involves.
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LEARNING WITH EXPERIENCE

Nancy Jennings, Kathleen Peasley, Cheryl Rosaen, and Sharon Feiman-Nemser

Recent descriptions of collaborative work in
school settings contain vivid images of alterna-
tive formats and content for collegial work.
Teachers collaborate with each other to pursue
specific questions and problems of practice
(e.g., Lytle & Fecho, 1991; Miller, 1990);
teachers and university faculty jointly inquire
into ways to improve classroom teaching (e.g.,
Cochran-Smith, 1991a; Gomez, 1990; Schram,
Ricks & Sands, 1992; Wilson, Mill & Yerkes,
1992); and preservice teachers engage in dis-
cussions of classroom life in the company of
experienced teachers and researchers (e.g.,
Cochran-Smith, 1992b; Smagorinsky &
Jordahl, 1991). Frequently these new experi-
ences take place in the context of professional
development schools or other school contexts
where educators are attempting to invent new
institutions and work structures to foster teacher
learning and support collaborative relation-
ships between schools and universities around
shared goals (Cochran-Smith, 1991a; Holmes
Group, 1990).

These arrangements offer settings for serious
guided practice work, professional activity di-
rected toward helping teachers learn to teach
and learn from their teaching experience. Those
in the position of guide (e.g., university super-
visors working with student teachers, class-
room teachers working together, researchers
working with classroom teachers) have the
opportunity to collaborate in their own learning
while they also support a teacher’s learning.
These new ways of collaborating open up
opportunities to redefine traditional norms of
interaction prevalent in schools today (Barth,
1991; Lieberman & Miller, 1991). Yet we need
to know a great deal more about these new
relationships and their promise to improve teach-
ing and enhance student learning (Little, 1990).
We need to ask serious questions about the
nature of the collaboration and the benefits and

limitations to all parties involved: university-
based researchers, teachers, and students. These
questions might include some of the following:
How, if at all, does a newly-forged collabora-
tive school culture shape the work of guides
and teachers, and of teachers and students?
What are the benefits and limitations to the
different forms guided practice might take in
such schools? What effects, if any, are there on
the relationship between a university-based
guide and classroom teachers when they work
together to attempt more adventurous class-
room practices? If there are multiple ambitions
for the guided practice work (e.g., studying the
change in participants’ learning as a result of
the work together; forming new learning as a
result of the work together; forming new rela-
tionships among school-based educators), how,
if at all, do the diverse ambitions affect the
nature of the work?

To begin to explore these questions, we
examined a relationship between a univer-
sity-based researcher and two teachers in a
professional development school. This
school was the site of a large, school-based
project in which university reseachers,
graduate students, and classroom teachers
engaged in collaborative study, teaching,
and research. The school-based project fo-
cused on studying and improving their in-
structional practices in the contexts of
teaching science, social studies, and lan-
guage arts. A common question cuttting
across the different subject matters was how
writing and discourse could be used effec-
tively to promote learning for all students.

The university researcher worked with teach-
ers in two different formats in this project. The
first was a weekly seminar meeting in which
the university researcher and a group of teach-
ers discussed instructional issues and problems
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arising from their efforts to teach in new ways.
The seminar served both as a prelude to and an
extension of classroom-based work. It made
room for teachers at different career stages to
develop their own learning goals and was a
place to build trust among the teachers and
university reseachers that could lead to col-
laborative classroom-based work. The second
format was a fifth-grade language arts class-
room that the university researcher and the
classroom teacher jointly taught.

Our examination of the university researcher’s
work initially began as a project for a doctoral
seminar on guided practice taught by Cheryl
Rosaen and Sharon Feiman-Nemser. As stu-
dents in the course, we chose to observe Cheryl’s
work with Beverly and Ruth, two teachers in
the school-based project. We observed a weekly
meeting of the project’s seminar group, focus-
ing on Cheryl’s interactions with Ruth. Then
we observed Cheryl’s work in Beverly’s lan-
guage arts classroom at the point in their co-
teaching where they were beginning to
implement a writer’s workshop. Observing
Cheryl’s work in these two formats and prob-
ing her thinking about her work allowed us to
compare and contrast the opportunities and
drawbacks of each format.

After thinking about the incidents we observed,
we realized we had many more questions than
we started with. We became aware of unfore-
seen complexities in guided practice. We saw,
for example, that roles shifted as participants
took turns being novices and experts, both in
relation to subject matter and pedagogy. This
led to a set of questions about guided practice
relationships in collaborative contexts. Who is
novice and expert in the evolving relationship
that guides and teachers establish? Whose
agenda gets worked on—the teacher’s or the
guide’s? What happens when the two agendas
conflict? When a guide is responsible for both
the student and teacher learning, how does she
balance these dual obligations? Can this kind
of guided practice work contribute to altering
norms of interactions among teachers and be-
tween classroom-based and unversity-based
educators? How, if at all, did Cheryl’s role as
not only a guide and participant in the collabo-
rative project, but also a researcher of the
project, affect the work that was done?

The more we pursued our thinking about
these new questions, the clearer it became
that we were not alone in our struggle to
understand the work. Cheryl, as guide, was
also exploring such questions. Our mutual
struggles resulted in an ongoing conversa-
tion among the four of us about the incidents
we observed and the questions the incidents
raised about guided practice work. This pa-
per is the outgrowth of that conversation.
The incidents, then, are told from the “ob-
servers’” point of view, but interwoven
throughout are Cheryl’s insights that
emerged as we worked together to under-
stand the guided practice incidents and their
meaning. Tapping the perspectives of both
the insiders and outsiders led us to see more
complexities and uncover more of the ten-
sions embedded in this professional activity.

We begin this paper with a description and
commentary on each incident followed by a
discussion of issues each incident raises. We
then look more broadly across the two forms of
guided practice to investigate their potential for
supporting teachers’ learning.

Catherine’s1 Guided Practice Work
with Ruth in the Seminar Group
The seminar group was Catherine’s primary
contact with Ruth and served as a place for
Catherine to find out about Ruth’s concerns
regarding the changes she was attempting in
her classroom. Since Ruth wanted to change
her practices in social studies and Catherine’s
area of expertise was language arts, their mu-
tual interests centered around more general
issues of teaching and learning (e.g., assess-
ment, facilitating effective classroom discus-
sions, using writing effectively across subject
matter areas). Another member of the group
with a background in social studies did class-
room-based work with Ruth. Still, Catherine
felt responsible for supporting Ruth’s learning
in the seminar group as an extension of the
work Ruth was doing in her classroom.

At the time of our study, university collabora-
tors were trying to share leadership with the
classroom teachers in the seminar. To this end,
they involved the teachers in planning the
agenda for each meeting. It was report card
time and the teachers were concerned that the
district’s “satisfactory/unsatisfactory” rating
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system did not promote the kind of assessment
they were trying to accomplish in their class-
rooms. The group decided to focus their next
seminar session on developing an alternative
form of assessment in science, social studies,
and language arts which would be more reflec-
tive of their current teaching goals. They had
invited the building principal, a classroom
teacher, and a university collaborator to attend
this session because of their interest in these
issues. They also hoped the principal would
support their idea of trying out an alternative
reporting format. The session required Ruth to
make her ideas and concerns about assessment
more “public” than usual.

This description focuses on just one of many
aspects of the seminar group, Catherine’s inter-
actions with Ruth. Ruth and Beverly shared
instruction with their two groups of fifth grad-
ers; Beverly taught language arts to both groups
while Ruth was responsible for teaching social
studies. Ruth was a mature woman who had
only begun teaching five years ago. Beverly
was about the same age as Ruth, but had been
teaching for over twenty years. In Catherine’s
mind, Ruth and Beverly brought to the seminar
very different backgrounds, teaching experi-
ences, and learning needs, which she tried to
keep in mind during each session.

The Seminar Group Incident
Catherine assumed her usual role as facilitator
of the seminar. Since the group had discussed
and read about portfolios in previous meetings,
Catherine started the conversation by talking
about the role portfolios could play both in
assessing student learning and in communicat-
ing to parents and others what the students
were learning. The teachers were working on
writing narratives to send home to parents prior
to conferences. The narratives were to include
a description of fall teaching activities and an
accompanying set of grading criteria for sci-
ence, social studies, and language arts. As the
other participants got out their drafts, Ruth
said, “I thought I would stick with the report
card, but it doesn’t really address the stuff
that . . . I guess I would appreciate some in-
put.”

To make sure Ruth understood the task the
group had agreed upon, Catherine turned to the
visitors and reviewed the group’s previous
discussion—that they were dissatisfied with
the current report card and had developed a
plan for approaching the issue. In response,
Ruth described a dilemma she faced in grading
students since she had stopped giving textbook
assignments and therefore had no letter grades
listed in her grade book: “Traditionally there
has always been that black and white assess-
ment . . . I am really struggling to try . . . I
banged my head against the wall to try and put
into words . . . I know how to assess
things . . . but . . .” As her voice trailed off,
Catherine could see that Ruth understood the
problems with the traditional reporting form
but, unlike her colleagues, had not yet come up
with specific ideas about how to replace the old
with something new.

To provide a concrete example for Ruth,
Catherine asked another university collabora-
tor to read her draft and explain how she
developed it for science. Catherine then asked
Beverly and another teacher to do the same for
language arts. Catherine hoped Ruth would get
some direction from hearing how her colleagues
had turned the previous week’s general discus-
sion into specific narratives and lists of criteria.

Ruth did not participate in the discussion. In-
stead, she spent the time writing a list of criteria
for social studies by adapting the science list.
While Ruth was working, the group moved on
to discuss whether the lists should look differ-
ent in each subject matter, or whether there
could be a general list of criteria that would
apply to all areas. Ruth interrupted the conver-
sation to report to the group, “I changed mine a
bit from what they did . . . I could easily change
a few words and make it make sense from the
fact of learning to make sense of historical
evidence.” She then read her modified list
aloud.

Noting that Ruth had not adopted the group’s
position on the need for unique lists in each
subject area, Catherine offered another con-
crete example for Ruth to consider, “Let me
read you the writing one [developed for
third grade] because I think this one is more
subject-specific.” Since the rest of the group
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was finished exploring the topic, Catherine
decided to move the conversation along
rather than continuing to pursue the topic
with Ruth.

The conversation shifted to discussing how
parents might respond to the new reporting
forms. Ruth picked up on this topic and sug-
gested sending a survey home to parents on
their reaction to the grading criteria and also
having the students respond to a similar survey.
Catherine supported Ruth’s idea, commenting
that parents play a critical role in the reporting
process. Ruth talked more about involving
students in the reporting process and eventu-
ally shifted the focus by suggesting the idea of
using a daily checklist to monitor students’
specific behaviors delineated on the criteria
lists.

As Ruth became more and more excited about
the possibilities of a daily checklist, Catherine
tried to remind her that the group wanted to get
away from checklists. Offering another alter-
native, Catherine suggested that an anecdotal
notebook might be a more fruitful way of
keeping track of what actually happens in the
classroom. When Ruth said, “That is what I am
talking about,” Catherine wondered whether
they were envisioning the same thing. She
suspected that Ruth did not fully appreciate the
significance of changing the reporting forms
from a checklist format to something that in-
cluded more detail. She tried another tactic,
returning to the topic of portfolios, another
alternative to checklists: “Getting feedback from
kids about daily classroom events is one of the
powers of the portfolio stuff.” Then she talked
about how a portfolio might help in assessment
and how students could be involved in the
process.

Commentary
Catherine had to work very hard to meet the
needs of the group while also meeting Ruth’s
needs. Later she commented that she did not
want to “embarrass her in front of her princi-
pal” or draw undue attention to the fact that
Ruth did not develop her draft as the others had.
Catherine also realized Ruth was at a different
point than the other project participants with

respect to thinking deeply about her practice of
assessing student learning, and wondered how
to address these differences in such a public
forum.

Instead of confronting Ruth’s confusion head
on, Catherine decided to be more indirect by
explaining to the visitors the background on
why the group was engaged in their task. She
actually provided the explanation for Ruth’s
benefit, not for the visitors. She explained later
her intentions, “This served to reorient Ruth to
the task without drawing undue attention to the
fact that she had not done the criteria list.”

She also diverted attention away from Ruth
when she launched into the ideas of developing
a checklist. Not only did Catherine consider
this suggestion inappropriate, she also knew it
was something the group wanted to avoid.
Instead of confronting this difference directly,
Catherine tried a more indirect tactic, discuss-
ing portfolios. She indicated later in an inter-
view that she thought it was more appropriate
to discuss the differences between the two
forms of assessment privately with Ruth. Be-
cause Ruth was struggling with ideas on which
the rest of the group had developed consensus,
Catherine felt that a public discussion would
benefit no one.

The Seminar Group as a Form
of Guided Practice
Strictly speaking, the seminar group taken may
not constitute a form of guided practice be-
cause it is not close-to-the-classroom work on
teaching. Yet, the seminar did connect directly
to participants’ classroom work. Discussions
focused on the teachers’ practices and served
as a prelude or extension to classroom-based
work.

In the context of the project, the seminar pro-
vided an opportunity for everyone to “touch
base” weekly. A time to study and reflect on
readings, it was also a time to share the joys,
frustrations, and problems associated with
implementing classroom changes . The wide
participation and public nature of the seminar
produced a diversity of ideas and experiences
for discussion that would not have been gener-
ated by a guide and teacher working alone.
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But the public nature of the seminar created
problems. Teachers typically teach behind
closed doors and typical school norms have not
encouraged teachers to acknowledge in public
to colleagues or administrators difficulties they
might be experiencing in their classrooms as
they attempt to change their practice. Part of the
mission of the project was to change these
norms and create a more open atmosphere
among university faculty, classroom teachers,
and administrators. But change of this sort is
not accomplished easily, so the work of the
seminar existed in the gray area of transition
between teaching as a private endeavor and
teaching as a public activity. In this instance,
Catherine was vividly aware of the presence of
Ruth’s principal and colleagues who did not
participate regularly in the group and was con-
cerned about Ruth’s perceived and actual vul-
nerability in front of them. Her decision to
handle the difficulties in a more indirect man-
ner caused her to let a “teachable” moment
pass, even though she saw the potential value
of discussing the topic more directly and in-
deed might bring it up later in a private moment
if the opportunity arose.

An additional limitation with a seminar group
as a form of teacher support is its distance from
classroom work. Because the group met weekly,
issues that arose in the classroom were often
“lost” by the time the group met. There was no
opportunity for reflection-in-action about spe-
cific events and instructional problems (Schön,
1987).

Reflection took place either post-hoc and based
on a teacher’s description of an event that was
already distant in time and place, or on a specu-
lative level where teachers reflected on what
might happen if they tried a certain idea.

Relationships in the Seminar
Catherine’s intentions to facilitate rather than
direct the seminar group created a challenge for
her in helping Ruth perceive greater complex-
ity in her approach to assessment. In general,
Catherine did not want to “lay it on them,” but
instead she wanted to be a guide who works
with teachers to change aspects of their practice
that they have identified. But Ruth may not
have been ready to think deeply about issues

raised by her colleagues in the group. Like
classroom teachers, Catherine had to balance
the learning needs of the group with the learn-
ing needs of an individual teacher.

Although Ruth often commented on her lack of
experience compared to the other teachers and
her feelings that she could not contribute any-
thing to the group, Catherine saw it as her
responsibility to support Ruth in gaining more
confidence and recognizing what she did have
to offer. All of the teachers, including Ruth,
brought insights on curriculum development,
district requirements, and life in classrooms.
The university collaborators brought both their
own teaching experience and a knowledge
base of current literature and research not readily
available to teachers involved in the daily press
of classroom responsibilities. Ruth was the
fifth-grade teams’ social studies teacher and,
relative to her team mates, was an expert on
teaching social studies. Relative to Catherine, a
language arts specialist, she was also an expert
in social studies teaching. All seminar partici-
pants were both expert and novice at different
times, around different issues.

In this incident, the form of the work—a
seminar group—and the varied experiences
of the different teachers caused some unique
dilemmas. How can Catherine meet the needs
of experienced teachers who are focusing on
complex issues in their teaching and still
meet Ruth’s needs as a less experienced
teacher? If Catherine established different
groups for novice and experienced teachers,
would the panoply of ideas generated in the
heterogeneous group be diminished? How
do Catherine and her colleagues balance
their need to establish new norms of open-
ness in their existing relationships among
teachers and administrators in the school
with the teachers’ need for privacy to work
on complex issues without fear of embar-
rassment or other consequences?

In addition to the challenge of working with a
group of teachers with differing needs,
Catherine faced another challenge by assum-
ing multiple roles within the project. Not only
was she trying to effect change in the individual
teachers’ classrooms through her guided prac-
tice work with them, she also was trying to
document the changes that resulted from this
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work. These multiple roles—researcher, staff
developer in a professional development
school, and guide to individual teachers—cre-
ated tensions for Catherine to manage.

CATHERINE’S CO-TEACHING
WITH BEVERLY

As a second form of guided practice, co-teach-
ing offered very different conditions for teacher
support. It was individual and intensive. It was
also carried out with and influenced by the
learners in the classroom. Thus, it provided a
complementary view of Catherine’s work with
teachers.

In the previous year of the project, Beverly had
read about and tried out some new ideas in
teaching writing. She thought she was starting
to view teaching writing differently, but wanted
help in acting on the new images she was
developing. Catherine also believed that if
Beverly was going to think differently about
the role writing and discussion could play in
supporting students’ learning (one goal of the
project), Beverly would need to examine care-
fully, and perhaps revise extensively, her cur-
rent practices in teaching writing. Catherine
also wanted to try out new teaching practices in
a fifth-grade context (a new context for her).
Catherine and Beverly decided that co-teach-
ing was a way for two experienced teachers,
each drawing on their unique knowledge and
experience, to try out and reflect on implement-
ing a new instructional model together.

Throughout the year in which Catherine co-
taught the two fifth-grade classes (which in-
cluded both Beverly’s and Ruth’s students),
she was typically in the classroom four days a
week during the language arts period. Catherine
and Beverly generally shared both the planning
and teaching of the classes. They talked often
during the week about classroom occurrences,
student learning, and what they planned to do
next. Both teachers viewed their classroom
teaching and their conferences as part of their
guided practice work.

The Classroom Incident
This incident occurred on the first day of a new
writing unit when new routines and norms
were being introduced. Prior to this, students
had been directed to write about certain topics
and in particular forms. On this day, in the new
“workshop” format, students were to choose
their own topic and decide for themselves how
to write about it.

Catherine began a mini-lesson on topic selec-
tion which was followed by individual writing
time. She wrote story ideas on the board such as
“half-time at the football game,” “first time
skiing,” and “being in church.” She showed a
close-up picture of a planet’s surface and said,
“Some of you suggested this reminded you of
Mars or dreams.” She then showed other pic-
tures and asked students what they thought
when they saw them. The aim of this discussion
was to generate writing ideas and to help stu-
dents realize that they could write different
things about the same picture based on their
own feelings and experiences.

Catherine told students to consider what they
wanted to write about by asking themselves
two questions: What do I know about the topic?
and Does it matter to me? She also asked them
to consider the form of their writing—story,
paragraph, letter, and poem. Throughout the
lesson Catherine emphasized that students
could choose what and how to write.

After Catherine finished talking, many stu-
dents clustered around the pictures. Catherine
walked around the room talking to students
about their ideas. Some students wrote topic
ideas in their writing journals, such as Nintendo,
Game-Boy, TV. Others wrote. Others appeared
to be still thinking about their writing. During
this time, Beverly stayed behind her desk doing
paper work. This was unusual for Beverly who
generally got quite involved in Catherine’s
lessons. But, it was fall parent conference week
and Beverly took advantage of Catherine’s
teaching time to get ready. She did not join
Catherine in talking to students about their
writing.

As Catherine began to have longer conversa-
tions with students who were writing, the noise
in the classroom increased. Catherine stopped
to tell that class that the noise might be making
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it harder for them to write. The noise continued.
A few minutes later, Catherine, clearly an-
noyed with students’ behavior, spoke up again:

I’m beginning to wonder if I have a voice
today. Didn’t I just say—wasn’t that me just a
few minutes ago—that asked you to keep your
voices down? Now, we need to concentrate on
keeping your voices down, if you need to talk.
This needs to be a place where people can
think. Let’s try it again.

The noise abated a bit but then built back up.
About fifteen minutes before the class period
was over, Beverly jumped in for the first time,
saying she couldn’t take the students’ behavior
anymore. She lectured them with what she later
called her “canned speech 105,” and then told
them she wanted students to remain in their
seats for the rest of the writing time without
talking.

Post-Class Conference
After class, Beverly and Catherine used the
limited time they had to talk about the lesson,
focusing on three issues: (1) what they thought
about student behavior during the lesson; (2)
what Catherine and Beverly were trying to
accomplish with the workshop; and (3) what
they needed to do next. The obvious first point
in the discussion was Beverly’s lecture, since it
had dramatically changed the atmosphere and
tone in the classroom for the remainder of
writing time. In an effort to explain her own
thinking and to make the issue prominent,
Catherine commented:

You see, you took a different tactic than I did.
I was going to let them sink and then next time
bring them back and say, “Look how much
time you’ve had and look what you did.” . . .
So calling over kinds who had nothing and
just saying, “This is not going to work.”

Catherine made explicit that she had been deal-
ing deliberately with student behavior in a way
she thought most beneficial—to let natural con-
sequences follow—and was not merely ignor-
ing the fact that the class was noisy. As
Catherine said later, she wanted Beverly to
know what this was not a case of: “that I was
just too dumb to notice or that once I had told
the kids twice to be quiet, I didn’t know what
else to do.”

Because she was not going to be present for the
next writing period, Catherine wanted to make
sure to talk about what should happen on the
following day. Catherine’s main concern was
how to deal with students who had not worked
during the lesson within the long-term frame-
work of what they were trying to accomplish
by using the workshop format. She told Beverly,

You see I’m really concerned about them just
not having enough time [to adjust to the
workshop format]. I mean today was the first
day they really had any time to write . . . [I want
to] hook into the kids who haven’t made a go
of it yet and see what we can do.

Beverly responded that she could have stu-
dents share what they had done on this day
because she thought that might embarrass those
that hadn’t accomplished anything: “I think
that may bring home the point.” Then she
quickly changed the conversation to her talk to
the class:

I couldn’t take it anymore . . . (laughter). I’m
sorry. I just couldn’t outlast you, Catherine. I
was trying to be, you know, real like . . .and
then I thought, “I can’t deal with this.” I mean,
I thought, ummm . . . So I gave them my little
canned speech 105 or something.

Catherine was aware of Beverly’s discomfort
with her choice of action and her attempt to
apologize for what she had done. She also
realized that this action was not typical for
Beverly. Instead of exploring Beverly’s com-
ment and her reaction to the class, Catherine
tried a different tactic. Partly she was unsure
about whether and how to challenge Beverly at
a time when she was just beginning a new
format in her teaching; partly she felt the time
constraints. Catherine knew that Beverly was
going to continue the workshop without her the
next day, and wanted to direct Beverly’s think-
ing in a positive direction. So Catherine started
pushing for the idea of setting up a good envi-
ronment for writing in the classroom (which in
her mind did not include lectures and silent
writing). Catherine thought there could be dif-
ferent places set aside in the classroom for
students to work when they were at different
stages in the writing process. She explained:
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I was thinking about how we wanted the envi-
ronment to evolve and one part of the evolu-
tion could be if you are in your desk, you are
silent. And if you are here [pointing to a large
table in the room she thought they could use
for editing] you are conferencing, and if you
are there, you are doing something else.

Mindful of the time, they turned their con-
versation to what to do the following day.
Catherine asked if, in addition to problem-
solving with the class on how to get more
writing done (which Catherine offered as an
alternative to Beverly’s idea of embarrass-
ing those who had no writing to share),
Beverly thought it might be useful to model
a writing conference for those students who
had completed drafts. Beverly suggested that
she use her modeling of a conference as the
lead-in for discussing the problem of stu-
dents who had not written.Catherine agreed,
but added that she thought they needed to do
more than make students who had not writ-
ten feel badly. Students began to come back
into the room at this point in the conference,
so Catherine and Beverly quickly made plans
to continue the discussion.

Commentary
Throughout the lesson and conference
Catherine focused on students’ experiences
and learning. She made explicit to Beverly her
thinking while teaching (“You and I took dif-
ferent tactics. I was going to . . .”), what she as
a teacher was concerned about (how to engage
all students in writing), and her thinking about
how the writing should proceed (setting up an
environment, modeling conferences). In listen-
ing to the conference and observing the lesson,
it was clear that Catherine and Beverly brought
different concerns to the problem of establish-
ing a writers’ workshop in the classroom that
day, and different conceptions of how immedi-
ate actions might lead to long-term goals.

During the lesson when Catherine felt she
needed to quiet down the class, she connected
the management of the class to the substantive
task of writing. Her point was that quieting
down the class was not something to tackle in
isolation, but to connect to students’ writing
needs. Writers need quiet to concentrate. The
role Catherine played as teacher was to guide
students through the choices they were mak-
ing. She wanted students to be able to walk

around the room, decide what they wanted to
work on, and talk to each other. These features
seemed essential to Catherine in setting up
fruitful writing experiences in which students
played a major part in decision-making.

In the conference, Catherine focused on setting
up an authentic writing environment for stu-
dents and using that as a basis for how she and
Beverly managed the class. Catherine said:

My instinct tells me that those boys have got
to somehow come up with a way to be by
themselves so that they can concentrate and
write. If you [Beverly] could do it as part of
your negotiating and not as “Sit over there
because you are not behaving!” then they are
going to see it as a positive thing instead of as
a punishment.

She explored further that perhaps the cluster
arrangement of desks was not appropriate for
writing: “I think if you are sitting in a cluster
like that—if we sat there right now and then
said let’s get to work and write and not talk to
each other, it would be very hard to do.”

In the lesson and in the conference, Beverly
approached the problem of student manage-
ment quite differently. Her concerns focused
on what she thought her particular students
could handle and how they worked best, and
this advice came from her past experience
where she had more control over writing tasks
than a workshop format allowed. She chose to
quiet student noise by lecturing them. Her
desire for less noise seemed to stem from her
sense of what noise level was appropriate for
this classroom in relation to her own comfort
level, not from what she thought might be
necessary to write. The role Beverly adopted
during this lesson was to take away students’
control over what they were doing—they could
not talk to anyone and had to remain seated.

In the conference her ideas about managing
students were likewise focused on student
behavior rather than writing—for example,
what possible seating arrangement would
stop a particular group of boys from talking.
In response to Catherine’s comments on why
a different seating arrangement would be
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helpful to the boys, Beverly said, “I was
thinking that  i f  we just  changed
groups . . . just separating them as we start
out would help.”

Catherine’s and Beverly’s solutions to the prob-
lems in actuality might have looked the same—
they both may have ended up separating the
talkative boys—but their conversation pointed
out that the thinking behind their solutions
came from very different sources. It is difficult
to write about the differences without sounding
critical of Beverly. Catherine’s way of thinking
about management as a pedagogical problem
tied to the substance of what is being taught is
certainly more aligned to current thinking about
classroom management than Beverly’s ap-
proach, which treats management separate from
content. Perhaps because this new approach to
writing instruction required her to redefine her
role as teacher, Beverly had not yet figured out
how to integrate the two areas.

But the differences in their thinking seemed to
reflect much more than who was right and who
was not; they reflected the expertise each
brought to co-teaching. Catherine brought a
more fully developed sense of a writers’ work-
shop as an instructional model—what it would
mean to have students writing in classrooms
and what might be necessary to accomplish it.
Beverly brought a more fully developed sense
of working with these particular fifth-grade
students—what they are like, what they have
done in the past, what they are capable of
doing, what their limits are, and how they best
work. How did these strengths play out in the
form of guided practice—co-teaching—in
which they decided to work?

ISSUES RAISED ABOUT GUIDED PRACTICE
Co-Teaching as a Form of Guided Practice
Co-teaching provided opportunities for
Catherine to extend her town thinking about
writing instruction. Although a knowledgeable
language arts researcher and experienced
teacher, Catherine had limited experiences in
establishing a writers’ workshop in an elemen-
tary classroom. The opportunity to put her own
thinking into action deepened her understand-
ing of what the writing process might look like
with fifth graders. Catherine relied greatly on

Beverly’s experience with this age group and
with working in this school in implementing
the writers’ workshop instructional model in
the classroom.

Co-teaching also gave Catherine a way to help
Beverly think about teaching writing differ-
ently in her classroom with her students. She
commented:

I think this is the only way, well, not the only,
but the more comfortable way for me to help
Beverly change her practice because I’m in it
with her. Today was as much my failure as hers
. . . There are kids I struggle with as much as she
does. Sometimes as an observer you think you
could get this kid going, but then you try it
and whoa. . . it’s just not there. So, I really think
I’d have a completely different understanding
of what she is up against even if I observed
every day.

Even though Catherine’s co-teaching experi-
ence was very different from Beverly’s, this
way of working offered a picture of Beverly’s
“reality” and a chance to work out teaching
decisions in the specific context of Beverly’s
classroom. What works or seems reasonable in
the abstract, as Catherine says, may not work
with any particular group of students. The
classroom materials or space may not be ad-
equate to do the kinds of things either Beverly
or Catherine want to do in setting up a writing
environment. Time demands of other
subjects,students’ interest or writing experi-
ence, comments from other teachers, the school
principal, or parents may change what is pos-
sible in writing this school year. In co-teaching,
the guide and teacher work out the goals of the
guided practice—in this example, change in
writing practice—in the context of the class-
room. In this way, both the guide’s and teacher’s
strengths are needed to achieve the goals and
they model their strengths for each other. The
context provides a forum for developing a rich
picture of what changed practice might look
like. It also sets the boundaries within which
the work proceeds.

Guiding practice from within also had draw-
backs. By becoming a co-teacher, Catherine
concerned herself more directly with student
learning than might be required of other forms
of guided practice. She said of her commitment
to students:
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I have a commitment to this working with
these kids . . . The bottom line is—do I like
what these kids are learning? But I can say, do
I like what we have done about these kids’
learning, not what have you done.

This example highlights a dilemma that can
occur in any guided practice relationship—
what happens when the vision of good teach-
ing that the guide brings into the work contradicts
the needs, desires, or images of the teacher
being guided? In this case, what would have
happened if Beverly had decided that she no
longer wanted a writers’ workshop? Which
commitment—to students having authentic writ-
ing experiences or to Beverly’s learning—
would have taken precedence in Catherine’s
work?

Although it seems unlikely that Catherine’s
commitment to both students’ and Beverly’s
learning would create mutually exclusive de-
mands, the dual commitments still created ten-
sions. In their post-class conference, Catherine
mainly focused on student learning as a way of
communicating what she thought should guide
teaching and management decisions. Her con-
cerns centered around what kind of “problem-
solver” Beverly was going to be the next time
and how she was going to set up the classroom
so as to facilitate process writing. She com-
mented later,

I also don’t feel real comfortable with Beverly
being the problem-solving facilitator on
Thursday. The part I don’t feel comfortable
about is that I think she is going to shame them
into wanting to improve the atmosphere by,
“See, you didn’t have something to share like
Brenda did.” And that is not the point.

The practical and immediate concerns that arose
out of her role as teacher of children dominated
the conversation: what Beverly was going to
do the next day with students and how she
could help Beverly be the kind of problem-
solver Catherine saw as helpful. Catherine chose
not to confront directly what she viewed as an
inappropriate management decision. Instead,
she focused on what to do next in the class-
room, modeling her thinking about how man-
agement concerns link to concerns about
teaching writing. As a result, a potentially rich
area of Beverly’s thinking went unexplored in
the conference. Why did Beverly say the things

she did? Did she perceive the class to be out of
control? If so, did that make her uneasy? Why
did she say she was “sorry” to Catherine? All
these questions would have been fruitful topics
for Catherine and Beverly to explore, but be-
cause Catherine’s guided practice included the
need to teach students—something that is very
time-consuming and cannot be put off—they
went unexplored. Moreover, the opportunity to
support Beverly in a serious moment of uncer-
tainty passed by. Faced with the choice of how
to use limited time, Catherine chose to discuss
what would happen the next day; as a result the
opportunity to probe and understand Beverly’s
thinking more fully was restricted.

The lesson and conference highlighted the prob-
lem of dual goals inherent in co-teaching. When
a guide is responsible for both student and
teacher learning, do either get the attention they
need? Although most guides are concerned
with what happens to students in the class-
rooms of the teachers with whom they work,
the guide’s primary focus is the teacher making
sense of change, not changing student experi-
ences directly on a daily basis. So Catherine’s
work added a dimension to the process. On the
one hand, it gave her a richer picture of what
the issues and problems were in changing prac-
tice. It allowed her to become Beverly’s col-
league in defining and confronting instructional
problems and exchange thinking in specific
instructional contexts. On the other hand, it
used up a great deal of the scarce time Catherine
had to work with Beverly. It also could have
led to an unproductive learning experience for
Beverly if unresolvable tensions over the char-
acter of instruction arose.

The Notion of Expertise and
Experience in Co-Teaching
How does the experience of the teachers work-
ing with Catherine shape the joint work? Since
teachers at different career stages look at their
practices differently and voice different con-
cerns (Carter, 1990), guiding the practice of
experienced teachers should probably be dif-
ferent from guiding less experienced teachers.
Before we observed this instance of guided
practice, this question seemed straightforward.
Our observations introduced complexities.
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What does “experience” mean when teachers
undertake major changes in their practice? And
how does this affect the work of guided prac-
tice?

Beverly asked Catherine to help her change her
practice because she wanted to try out new
ideas about writing instruction. Her interest in
changing her writing instruction marked her as
an experienced teacher willing to deal with
complex practical concerns. In changing prac-
tice, she became a novice of sorts and some of
her reactions during the lesson and conference
seemed to reflect this. She demanded silence
and stillness in the classroom regardless of its
effect on student writing. She seemed to trans-
late the complex issue of setting up an appropri-
ate writing environment in a classroom to a
solution of separating boys that talk too much.
The “newness” of a writers’ workshop in her
classroom—figuring out what it meant, what it
felt like to give students greater control, what
student behavior it induced—may have created
in Beverly the same needs for control and
certainty that novice teachers often have. As
her guide, Catherine needed to recognize and
attend to these needs while she also supported
Beverly in continuing to try out new practices.

Catherine, too, was a novice in setting up
writers’ workshops with fifth graders. She knew
what kind of writing experiences she wanted to
foster for students and what classroom man-
agement might facilitate such experiences, but
actually doing what she wanted and guiding
Beverly through the experience was something
new. Her attempts to help students see that they
needed quiet to write did not meet with imme-
diate success in the classroom. Aware that her
chosen approach was not a “proven” way to
manage the situation, her previous teaching
experience told her it was worth a try. Her
attempts in the conference to share her thinking
with Beverly about how decisions about man-
aging the classroom must be consistent with
goals for writing may also not have met imme-
diate success. Catherine was still learning how
to accomplish her goals with students and her
goals with Beverly while managingtensions
between the goals. So although Beverly and
Catherine brought considerable expertise to
this endeavor, they brought inexperience as
well.

Much of the literature about guided practice
between university and school teachers por-
trays the role of expert and novice, inexperi-
enced and experienced, as constant (Apelman,
1986; Stallings, 1986). Guides are perceived as
having greater expertise and teachers are la-
belled as preservice, beginning, or experienced.
Given that teachers continually confront con-
texts that are unfamiliar—new students each
year, new curriculum, new ideas about prac-
tice—we began to wonder if the labels “expe-
rienced” and “novice” may not be so fixed, but
rather appear and disappear in a teacher along
with the behaviors associated with those labels.
The same is true for the guide. If the guided
practice aim is to help teachers think differently
about curriculum, teaching, and learning, then
perhaps most teachers involved in the work are
“novices” in some essential ways.

Teachers’ Understanding of Change
In looking at how Ruth and Beverly responded
to change we saw a common problem for
Catherine. How could she assess what and
how much the two teachers understood about
the change being undertaken. Catherine said of
Beverly’s understanding of writers’ workshop:

I think intellectually she understands what it
means for kids to have ownership of their
writing. In reality . . . she doesn’t know or trust
what it would really feel like as a teacher to
have it happen.

In the seminar discussion on assessment,
Catherine raised the possibility of using an
anecdotal notebook in which teachers could
write down observations of their students
throughout the day. Ruth interpreted this
suggestion to mean a checklist of children’s
behavior. Although the teachers may have
used or understood the rhetoric of change—
kids taking ownership of their writing or
alternative assessment devices—they may
not have understood how or what it meant to
have the change play out in their classroom
practices. Beverly may have understood in-
tellectually and agreed with the notion of
student choice in writing, but she was clearly
uncomfortable with what happened in the
classroom when the time came for students
to exercise choice (including the choice not
to work). Her classroom management choice
reflected thinking that fit with a different
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instructional model when she immediately
removed choice from the students and
brought to the fore a fear of the conse-
quences of misbehavior, rather than interest
in writing. Similarly, Ruth thought it was
important to measure more than student
worksheets, but: What was confused about
how to do that—what kinds of information
should she record and about what topics so
that her assessment related to her instruc-
tion? Catherine had to figure out what
Beverly’s and Ruth’s perceptions were and
then decide how and when to address them.

One problem in moving teachers from a begin-
ning understanding of complex change to a
deeper one is that they may never have experi-
enced the kind of change they are attempting to
implement as learners (Cohen and Ball, 1990).
Another problem may be that they have few
images of what the change might look like in
their classrooms (Kennedy, 1991). The semi-
nar group offers the opportunity for guides and
teachers to experience, as teachers and learn-
ers, a “new” kind of learning. For instance,
guides and teachers could write and could
engage in the “new” discourse around writing
or try out different ways of assessing each
others’ writing. Both of these experiences could
be helpful to teachers in figuring out what their
students as learners would experience with the
“new” instruction. What the group lacks is the
occasion to work out ideas in the context of
teachers’ classrooms, and the choice of when
to make one’s confusion and uncertainty pub-
lic. Ruth and Beverly could experience writing
in seminar as well as alternative assessments of
their writing, but they would not learn to use
new devices in their classrooms nor to transfer
the knowledge gained as a learner to their
classroom teaching. Follow up to help them
transfer learning is needed.

Co-teaching allows guides to work with in-
structional change in the teachers’ classrooms.
In this case, co-teaching allowed Catherine the
opportunity to show Beverly what it could
mean in her specific classroom context to carry
out a writers’ workshop model over time. But
co-teaching does not offer teachers chances to
be learners of content in different ways. In
thinking about Beverly’s comments on the class
and her ideas about what to do next, her under-
standing of writing seemed limited as evidenced

by her request for silence or her lack of under-
standing that students might need to be sepa-
rated to do the writing work. If Beverly does
not have authentic writing experiences in her
own life, can she as a teacher understand what
is necessary to provide them for her students?
Can teachers change practice so that teaching
and learning look differently without a sense of
what it means to be a learner of the “new”
content? If in the best of all possible worlds
teachers need both experience with change as
learners and experience with change in their
classrooms, can both opportunities be provided?
Additionally, how should these two experi-
ences interplay?

Different Agendas in Guided Practice
A final set of questions raised by our observa-
tions was, “On whose agenda does guided
practice work?” In co-teaching, Catherine
wanted students to experience a different kind
of writing through their experiences in a writ-
ers’ workshop and she wanted to help Beverly
learn to teach writing differently. Both Catherine
and Beverly set these goals. In the group,
Catherine wanted to support Ruth and a group
of experienced teachers in their attempts to
change the way they evaluated their students.
Again, this goal was set jointly by the teachers
and Catherine. In co-teaching and in the semi-
nar, Catherine was responsible for guiding
more than one learner.

Catherine clearly felt more comfortable than
Beverly in taking the important initial step of
giving students choice over their writing and
allowing them more time and space in which to
write. For example, in the post-class confer-
ence, Beverly expressed her concern that stu-
dents had been given too much choice in their
writing, too quickly, as Catherine and Beverly
were shifting from a more traditional to a writ-
ers’ workshop instructional model. Catherine
responded to her concerns, “Well, there is no
way to do it gradually. It, well, I’m sure there
are ways to change it, but it can’t be very
gradual to say, ‘You can write on anything you
want.’” Catherine also felt that she and Beverly
had already provided gradual support during
the previous months and that it was time to let
go of some of the instructional decisions the
teachers were making. Beverly and Catherine
had agreed that they would proceed in taking
this next step. However, actually taking the
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step caused Beverly to reclaim whatever free-
doms and choice Catherine had given the stu-
dents that day. Did Catherine’s timing in trying
to foster an authentic writing experience that
day push Beverly beyond where she was ready
to go? Should Catherine have delayed imple-
menting the writers’ workshop model until
Beverly was more comfortable? Did Beverly
understand what she had agreed to? Moreover,
should she have focused more on her role as
guide of Beverly’s learning, taking into consid-
eration her need for more control in the class-
room, rather than her role as writing teacher in
this fifth-grade classroom? In other words, if
co-teaching is a form of guided practice, whose
agenda in the classroom takes the foreground if
the teacher’s and guide’s thinking or readiness
for change do not match?

In the seminar, teachers were at different stages
in their teaching careers. Because of this diver-
sity, not all members had the same needs or
shared vision of teaching. What happens to
their voices when they have different visions
from those of either their colleagues or mentor?
Do they feel that their vision is “wrong” or that
somehow they are inadequate? Or do they, like
Ruth, become confused and uncertain about
what they should do differently in their class-
rooms? Did Catherine’s need to support the
other teachers in exploring alternative forms of
assessment prevent her from listening to Ruth
and working from where Ruth was to move her
to a different place in her understanding?

Catherine’s multiple commitments made it dif-
ficult for Catherine to decide on what to work.
Should she focus on teachers’ specific con-
cerns or work on some broader agenda? How
does a guide decide? What are the conse-
quences of these decisions for teacher growth
and learning?

Looking Back
In an essay about life on his Maine farm, E.B.
White (1977) rebukes himself for generalizing
about raccoon behavior after observing only
one animal:

When I wrote that a coon comes down a tree
headfirst and then reverses herself when near
the ground, touching down with one hind
foot, I had observed only one coon in the act
of leaving a tree. The coon I wrote about is no
longer with us. . . . The new young coon, the

one we have now, descends the tree headfirst
but does not reverse when near the ground.
She continues headfirst and steps off onto the
lawn with one front foot. Moral: a man should
not draw conclusions about raccoons from
observing one individual (p. 43).

Writing this paper, we were reminded of
White’s moral. The incidents of Catherine’s
work with Beverly and Ruth were isolated
glimpses of ongoing work.2 We have talked
with Catherine about her work at various times
since our observations and we have learned
that the incidents were in many ways atypical
and certainly do not represent the growth the
teachers and the guide gained by the end of the
school year. Nevertheless, the issues and prob-
lems that the incidents raised do represent—in
both our and Catherine’s view—important ones
to ask of guided practice in a collaborative
context. To what extent can collaborative learn-
ing arrangements adequately support all par-
ticipants’ learning needs in appropriate ways?
Can such arrangements actually alter tradi-
tional school norms to enable problems of
practice to become public for exploration and
inquiry? When educators engage in complex
projects with multiple agendas, what are the
barriers and contributions to effective guided
practice work? What are the benefits and limi-
tations of different forms of guided practice
work in collaborative contexts?

We have reached no definitive conclusions
about these issues. In observing and thinking
about Catherine’s work with Beverly and Ruth
as examples of an effort to change practice
though, it became clear why change is hard
work. Catherine, Beverly, and Ruth are thought-
ful practitioners who have worked closely to-
gether. They bring diverse resources to their
joint work and provide a great deal of support
to each other. The conditions in which they
work are also supportive of teacher learning
and changed instruction. Yet, given all of that,
the work they do is difficult. It is filled with
uncertainty about how to change beliefs as well
as how those beliefs will alter practice. It relies
on understandings among people and a shared
language and vision of what they are trying to
do. It depends on time which may not always
be available, and it exists in contexts which
may not always be optimal. All of these aspects
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shape how Catherine’s work plays out with
Beverly and Ruth and determine the extent and
way in which their teaching practice will change
and what they will learn in the process.

Notes
1Pseudonyms are used to refer to the guide and teachers.

2For instance, Beverly  and Catherine continued to work at
implementing the workshop model throughout the year and
Beverly did, in fact, become much more comfortable with the
uncertainty created by allowing for greater student control.
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